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Abstract

Are there any differences in the performance between tuning techniques in

MySQL and PostgreSQL? What tuning techniques do they support? Do the tuning

techniques actually improve the performance? It should be easy to answer these

questions, but the fact is that it is not. There is a wide range of benchmark tests

available that compare DBMSs, but the focus tends to be more on the general

overall performance than on the specific performance of tuning techniques that can

be implemented on these databases. The goal of this study was to compare dif-

ferent tuning techniques between Open Source Databases and also investigate if

there were any differences between the databases in the way they managed Binary

Large Object data. The research was limited to comparing the two Open Source

Databases MySQL and PostgreSQL against each other. The research problem was:

"are there any significant differences in the untuned and tuned performance of

queries between MySQL and PostgreSQL?" The results showed that there was a

significant difference between MySQL and PostgreSQL with regards to indexes,

BLOB management and denormalisation. Looking at the overall performance of

the two DBMSs, PostgreSQL was also significantly faster than MySQL.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Statement of the Problem and Subproblems

The main problem in this project is "Are there any significant differences in the untuned

and tuned performance of queries between MySQL and PostgreSQL". Both are Open

Source DBMSs based on Edgar F. Codd's relational model :5, 10] and relate to the

ANSI/ISO SQL standards [19, 24_. This research investigates whether there are any

significant differences in the performance between them.

1.1.1 Indexing Subproblem

"Is there any difference in the performance of B-tree and Hash indexing on the two

DBMSs? And is one of the DBMSs better at processing single column, multi column,

unique and primary key indexes?"

1.1.2 Denormalisation Subproblem

"After denormalisation, which DBMS is most effective at processing queries on the de-

normalised table?"

1.1.3 BLOB Subproblem

"When retrieving BLOB data, which DBMS is most effective and do the two types of

indexes improve the retrieval process?"

1.2 Scope of the Research

The research will be limited to:

• MySQL and PostgreSQL. There are several other Open Source DBMSs available,

but this project will be limited to comparing physical tuning techniques on these

two.

• B-tree and Hash indexing. There are other types of indexes available for the two

DBMSs but B-tree and Hash indexing are the only two types that the two DBMSs

have in common.
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• Single column, multi column and unique key indexing.

• Denormalisation of tables. How fast can the two DBMSs process queries on denor-

malised tables? This project will only use the first three levels of normalisation.

• BLOB management. How fast can the two DBMSs process queries that include

BLOB data? This project will investigate if B-tree or Hash indexing reduces the

cost of retrieve BLOB data.'

1.3 Definition of Terms

ANOVA - an acronym for ANalysis Of VAriance, which looks at the difference between

multiple means 16].

BLOB - an acronym for Binary Large Object, which is a unstructured data type used in

databases to store large files like images, movies, PDF's etc.

B-tree index - a balanced tree data structure that stores references to rows in a table.

Leaf nodes are sorted by the key value stored and the path between every leaf node

and the root node will always be of the same length [36, 21, 30].

Cost - Query cost is the based on the time, in microseconds, milliseconds or seconds, a

query takes to retrieve data from data storage. The time is dependent on the seek-

time of the data storage, the number of I/O operations needed to retrieve required

data and the workload on the DBMS.

DBMS - an acronym for DataBase Management System. Basically it is the Operating

System for the database.

Denormalisation - a technique where tables are permanently joined together. The ob-

jective of denormalisation is to increase the redundancy in the database to reducing

the number of joins required when processing queries, thereby improving the per-

formance of the database. Some of the problems involved with denormalisation is

'Binary large objects like images contain considerable amounts of data and the way it is stored can

affect the cost of retrieving BLOB data. Therefore, there is a chance that BLOB data could slow down

queries processed by the DBMS.
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that it is difficult to know when to stop denormalising tables. Also, denormalising

will create redundancy and update problems 4, 9].

Inner Join - an operation that combines rows from two tables that share some common

attribute values. In other words, inner join combine rows that are associated in

some way, for example a primary key in one table and foreign key in a related

table.

Left Outer Join - returns all rows from the table to the left of the join, whether or not

there are any matching rows in the table on the right side of the join. If there is no

match on the right table nulls will be placed in the right table columns [22, 36].

Hash index - a technique where the key value is processed by a hash function which

produces a hash key. The hash index is divided up into multiple hash buckets and

the value of the hash key identifies in which hash table the key value should be

stored [30, 36].

Multi column index - multiple columns in a table that are jointly indexed, for example

combining "firstname" , "surname" and "date of birth" .

Normalisation - a technique used to ensure that unnecessary duplicate or redundant data

are not stored in the database. The different levels of normalisation are First Normal

Form (1NF), Second Normal Form (2NF), Third Normal Form (3NF), Boyce/Codd

Normal Form (BCNF), Fourth Normal Form (4NF) and Fifth Normal Form (5NF)

9j. A database must be normalised in 1NF before it can be normalised in 2NF, in

other words before a database can be normalised in 5NF it has to go through all

the lower normal forms.

OLTP - an acronym for On-line Transaction Processing 34].

Performance - the amount of time it takes a DBMS to execute a query.

Primary key index - indexing using primary key(s) in a table.

Single column index - only one column in the index key.

Student's t test - a statistical procedure comparing two means, determining if there is

a statistical difference between the two [16].
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TPC - an acronym for Transaction Processing performance Council [33].

TPC-C - a database benchmark that measures the performance of a database by running

a number of different insert and query transactions. TPC-C simulates the activity

found in an advanced OLTP environment [34].

Unique index - indexing using a unique attribute or combination of attributes within a

table.

L4 Importance of the Study

Most DBMSs today store their data on disks. Therefore, the performance of the system

will always be bound to the disk's I/O rate and this is usually one of the biggest bottle-

necks in the system [29]. To remedy this situation the implementation of certain physical

tuning techniques can substantially improve the performance of systems processing ca-

pabilities, without investing in new hardware.

If the proposed principal research hypothesis' is correct it could provide an objective

guidance framework to the physical tuning performance functions on these two DBMSs.

In other words, a database administrator, responsible for deciding which DBMS to use,

does not have factor into his decisions that the physical tuning performance might be

better in MySQL than in PostgreSQL or vice versa.

Furthermore, there are a number of websites that claim that one DBMS is "better"

than other DBMSs [12], but these claims are often biased, subjective and do riot provide

any details about how they came to these conclusions [8]. For that reason it is important

to provide an objective evaluation of the tuning techniques available for these systems.

This evaluation can then be used as a tool to find the most suitable DBMS for a specific

situation.

1.5 Assumptions

• Database Performance. Most database administrators of small and medium sized

databases perform an "out of the box" installation of the database.

2 The principal null hypothesis can be seen in section 1.6.
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• Normalisation. Most database administrators do riot normalise their database fur-

ther than 3NF.

L6 Principal Null Hypothesis

There are no significant differences in performance between MySQL and PostgreSQL with

regard to indexes, BLOB management and denormalisation.

1.7 Subordinate Null Hypotheses

a There are no significant differences in the performance of B-tree indexing between

MySQL and PostgreSQL.

• There are no significant differences in the performance of Hash indexing between

MySQL and PostgreSQL.

• There are no significant differences in the performance of single column indexing

between MySQL and PostgreSQL.

• There are no significant differences in the performance of multi column indexing

between MySQL and PostgreSQL.

• There are no significant differences in the performance of unique key indexing be-

tween MySQL and PostgreSQL.

• There are no significant differences in the performance of primary key indexing

between MySQL and PostgreSQL.

a There are no significant differences in the performance of retrieving BLOB data

using B-tree indexing between MySQL and PostgreSQL.

• There are no significant differences in the performance of retrieving BLOB data

using Hash indexing between MySQL and PostgreSQL.

• There are no significant differences in the performance of processing queries on

denornialised tables between MySQL and PostgreSQL.
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2 Review of Related Literature

2.1 Introduction

In 1970 Edgar F. Codd published the article "A Relational Model of Data for Large

Shared Data Banks" [5]. This 11 page article signalled a turning point in the area of

data management by providing a model for storing data in a consistent and minimal way.

In the same article Codd also introduced a simple procedure for eliminating unnecessary

attributes, which he called the Normal Form process.

C.J. Date has said that when Codd published his relational model articles he placed

the field of database management on solid scientific footing. Researchers everywhere now

had a theoretical framework that they could use to attack important database problems

in a proper scientific manner [11].

Now, 35 years later, Codd's work is still as important as before, with relational DBMSs

having a role to play in most organisations in the world today. There are a number of

relational databases available, from expensive commercial databases to freely available

open source databases 23].

2.2 Open Source Relational Databases

This project compared different tuning techniques available in MySQL and PostgreSQL,

therefore the main focus of this literature review paper is on the tuning techniques that

are available for both of these two open source databases.

2.2.1 MySQL

In the 1990's a Swedish company called TcX started looking for a database tool that

could replace their old UNIREG system that they developed and used since 1979. They

found mSQL, but because it did not satisfy their needs, they decided to develop a new

SQL DBMS which was built upon their old UNIREG system while designing the new

DBMS to be similar to mSQL. This was done so a number of freely available tools for

"SQL could easily be implemented with their new SQL engine 35

The first freely available version of MySQL, version 3.11.1, was released in October

1996 for Solaris operating systems. In November 1996 the same version was released for

Linux operating systems [35] [15_
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2.2.2 PostgreSQL

PostgreSQL started off as a project at the University of California at Berkeley and was led

by Professor Michael Stonebraker. The project was named "The Berkeley POSTGRES

project", implementation started in 1986 and the first version was released in 1989. In

1993 the researchers at Berkeley became increasingly aware that the maintenance of the

system was becoming a big burden so it was decided to end the project. POSTGRES

version 4.2 was the last version released. In 1994 Postgres95, which was developed by

Andrew Yu and Jolly Chen, was released as an open source project. Postgres95 was

a trimmed version of POSTGRES that included an SQL interpreter. The project was

renamed PostgreSQL in 1996, representing the merger of the original POSTGRES project

and the new SQL interpreter, and it was decided that the version number would follow

the sequence started by the Berkeley POSTGRES project. For that reason the first

PostgreSQL version became PostgreSQL 6.0 _24-

2.3 Indexing

There are a number of different types of indexes available that can be used for optimising

queries in databases, but which one is the best is dependent on how the indexes will be

used. Indexes can be separated into two groups; disk-oriented and main-memory-oriented

indexes. The main goal of disk-oriented indexes is to reduce the number of disk accesses

and disk space usage, while the main goal of main-memory-oriented indexes are to reduce

the processing time of queries and keep the memory usage to a minimum 17

2.3.1 B-tree Indexing

B-tree is a sorted tree index structure developed by R. Bayer and E. McCreight in the

late 1960's and early 1970's[2, 3]. The index has a flat structure, only a few "levels"

high, the tree is divided up in a certain number of nodes where each "leaf node" has set

number of child pointers .6, 21, 36_

Because of its flat structure a B-tree is considerably quick than performing a sequential

search in the table and Lehman claims that B-trees utilize the memory in a very good

way by only storing the primary key and a pointer that points to the location on disk

where the other attributes are stored [17
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Both MySQL and PostgreSQL ]20, 25] support B-tree indexing.

2.3.2 Hash Indexing

A hash index structure uses the unique identifier in a row of data, usually the primary key,

as input in a hash function. The value of the result indicates where in the hash table/index

the pointer should be placed. Hash indexing is very fast, but the performance will quickly

degenerate if the hash table becomes more than 80% full. Therefore it is important to

always allocate more space than what is needed for storing the index and also keep an

eye on the available space in the hash table[17, 36].

Hash Index is supported by both MySQL and PostgreSQL 20, 25].

2.4 Normalisation

One of the fundamental principles of relational databases is that there should be a min-

imum of repeating information in a database and that the data are stored without un-

necessary redundancy. During the logical design phase the database can be normalised

to ensure that the least amount of redundant data are stored in the database [5, 4

Normalisation identifies any unnecessary attributes like calculated fields and focuses

on candidate keys and functional dependencies. If a database schema is not normalised

the result would most likely contain repeating data. Keeping the duplicated data consis-

tent and up to date will result in an extra workload for the database and the database

administrator.

As mentioned in the introduction, normalisation is a process for reducing the amount

of duplicated data will reduce the problem of keeping the data consistent [5, 28, 4

2.5 Denormalisation

But querying a fully normalised database can be time-consuming because of the overhead

of the DBMS having to join tables together [28 ] . For example, one problem with a

normalised database is that in certain situations queries must use a number of joins to

retrieve the necessary data and since joins are expensive operations, "locking" resources

that could have been used by other processes, this will slow down the overall performance

of the DBMS. This is a side-effect of normalisation that system administrators often have
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to accept, but research started in the early 1980's l28] looking at the effect of merging join

relations. This materialisation of join relations was named "denormalisation" since it in

some ways "rolled back" the normalisation process, reintroducing some of the problems

that were removed earlier

The purpose of denormalisation is that by accepting the extra overhead of having to

maintaining data consistency, reducing the number of entities that must be accessed, will

improve the overall performance of queries 30].

It is recommended by Date [9] that denormalisation should riot be performed during

the conceptual or logical design phase, the reason for this is that denormalisation can

have undesired side-effects that can be difficult to spot in the design phase.

Gillette et al. [14] recommends three general guidelines when considering denormali-

sation:

1. Identify queries that require more than three joins. These queries would be candi-

dates for denormalisation.

2. Try to reduce the number of foreign keys stored in tables, this would result in less

maintenance of the indexes when rows are inserted/deleted from the tables.

3. It is important that a denormalised table must be just as flexible as normalised

tables at maintaining the data. If the denormalised table can only be maintained

by using multiple triggers then denormalisation should not be considered.

On the other hand, Sanders et al. 27] say that entities with a 1:1 relationship between

them are good candidates for denormalisation. Denormalisation of 1:1 relationship, is

very common and secure, the reason for this being that one row in entity A can only

reference one row in entity B, so there will not be any duplicate data in the denormalised

entity AB. Sanders et al. also say that two entities with a M:N relationship between them

can be a candidate for denormalisation, however, there are significant number of problems

involved with joining M:N entities.

Schkolnick et al. [28 conclude that denormalisation can be an effective way to improve

performance of system and can provide great benefits, which is supported by Balmin et

al. [1]. Sanders et al. 27] point out that successful denormalisation requires a thorough

plan.
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2.6 Summary

The Relational Model papers Dr. Edgar Codd wrote some 35 years ago are still as relevant

as the day they were published. This model is still used as a central part of every

information system and they will probably continue to be a central part for many years

to come. From the early 1970s researchers have looked at different ways of optimising

relational databases and latency between hard disks and CPU/Memory has been one of

the major issues that the researchers have tried to find a solution for. By reducing the

number of times the database have to request and wait for data from the hard disks, the

more time the database can spend on processing queries, thereby increasing the overall

efficiency of the system. Therefore, until a better storage technology can replace hard

disks, database administrators should be aware of and use tuning techniques that are

suitable for their system.
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3 Research Variables

3.1 Independent Variables

The independent variables in this project will be the type of data the queries will return

and the different tuning techniques that are going to be tested. The type of data the

queries should return is controlled by the researcher who also can decide on what type of

tuning techniques are going to be tested.

3.2 Dependent Variables

The dependent variables will be the measures of how much time the different queries took

to retrieve data before and after the implementation of tuning techniques, in other words

measuring the performance of the database both before and after optimisation. The time

the different queries take to retrieve the data is dependent on what table the data should

be retrieved from, how many rows there are in the table, how much data the query must

retrieve, but also what type of tuning techniques are being used.

3.3 Confounding Variables

The original plan was to install MySQL on one machine and PostgreSQL on an identical

machine. The computer hardware and the way the two machines have been set up can

be confounding variables in this study. Hardware problems, like bad sectors on one of

the machines hard disks, can reduce the performance of the queries. The researcher

noticed during "pre-testing" of the two DBMSs that there were some differences in the

performance of the two systems. Because it is difficult to pinpoint the cause of the

decreased query efficiency the researcher decided, after seeking advice from the supervisor,

to test both DBMSs on the same machine.

Therefore, by keeping the two databases on the same machine this does not have to

be taken into consideration during the analysis of the data.
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4 Research. Design

4.1 Hardware and Software

The machine used during the experiment were a Dell OptiPlex GX110 with an Intel

Pentium III 733MHz CPU, 256MB SDRAM and a 10.2GB WD102 Western Digital hard

disk.

The Operating System used was Fedora Core 3, kernel 2.6.9-1.66.7 [13]. The version

of MySQL was MySQL Version 14.7, Distribution 4.1.12. The PostgreSQL version used

was PostgreSQL 8.0.3.

4.2 Database Structure

The database simulated a medical database with patients, staff, consultations, X-ray

data, medicines, operations and other attributes. The experiment could use randomly

generated tables but simulating a real life scenario so that it would be easier for the

researcher and the readers to understand the queries. A entity relationship diagram of the

database can be seen in Figure 1. Because of some small differences in the Create Table

syntax between MySQL and PostgreSQL [20, 26] two database schemas were created.'

4.3 Generating Test Data

Before the experiment can start test data roust be inserted. It is important that there are

several thousand rows of data in the databases and that the data are identical in both.

Since the experiment will compare the processing time of a query on the two databases,

it was important to ensure that any difference in the processing times was not because

one of the tables had more rows than the other one.

When querying a table where there are no indexes available, the DBMS would have

to do a sequential search through all the rows. The difference in the time a query takes

before and after creation of indexes is dependent on the number of rows in the table.

In a table with only a few rows, e.g. less than 1000 rows, there would probably not be

any significant differences between the query times. By using "The Dada Engine", which

generates random text from grammar [32], several thousand rows of text data could be

3 The two database table schemas can be seen in Appendix A.
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CT Scan
2 000 rows

Med_group
300 rows

X-ray
10 000 rows

Patient
7 500 rows

Medicine
2 000 rows

Alt medicine
1 000 rows     

Staff_Type
23 rows

Staff
300 rows

Consultation
40 000 rows

Consu t_Staff
50 000 rows

Treatmen
\ 60 000

Med_treat
	

Altrned_treat
30 000 rows
	 10 000 rows

Op_staff
3 000 rows

Operation
1 000 rows

Op_treatment
20 000 rows

Figure 1: Entity Relationship Diagram and number of rows generated for each table.

easily generated.4

4.4 Queries for testing performance of optimisation techniques

Eleven queries, or "treatments", were created to test the performance of the two DBMSs.

Each "treatment" was run before and after implementing the indexes.'

• Treatment 1. This query tests the performance of denormalisation in the two

DBMSs. When querying the database, it is necessary with two different queries

depending on if the tables have been denornialised or not'.

Before denormalisation, the query will perform a left outer join between the two

tables consultation and treatment, listing consultation date, patient number, treat-

ment date and treatment duration.

4 The Dada Engine scripts created by the researcher can be seen in Appendix B.

5 The table schemas, denormalisation schemas and index schemas are available in Appendix A, Ap-

pendix E and Appendix D, respectively.

6 Prior to denormalisation a query using a left outer join joined and retrieve data from the two tables

consultation and treatment. After the denormalisation these two tables were merged into one table called

consultation_treatment and therefore it was necessary to rewrite the query.
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After denormalisation, the query will list consultation date, patient number, treat-

ment date and treatment duration from the denormalised table consultation_treatment.

• Treatment 2. This query tests multicolumn B-tree indexing by listing all the patients

where firstname and surname starts with the character '13'.

Originally this index was set up as a Hash index. When creating the index in Post-

greSQL, an error-message was generated, and it was discovered that Hash indexing

does riot support multicolumn indexing. For that reason the index was changed to

B-tree. Previously, MySQL did not generate any error messages when the multicol-

umn Hash index was created and the result of this was that the two DBMSs used

different index types when testing this query. Of that reason, the results of this

treatment should be considered as flawed.

• Treatment 3. This query tests the performance of Hash indexing by joining consulta-

tion and staff_consult and listing all the rows. Consultation number in staff_consult

is used as the index key.

• Treatment 4. This query tests the performance of using Hash indexing on dates and

lists all consultations where the consultation date is greater than 01 January 2002.

• Treatment 5. This query tests the performance of using four B-tree indexes when

joining the tables patient, consultation, treatment, operation_treatment and opera-

tion together. The query lists every operation that the patient with patient number

1234 has undergone. Four indexes were created for this treatment, the first index

used patient number in consultation as the index key, the second used consultation

number in treatment as the index key, the third used treatment number in opera-

tion_treatment as the index key and the fourth B-tree index used operation number

in operation_treatment as the index key.

• Treatment 6. This query tests the performance of using Hash indexing on dates of

birth and listed every patient that has a date of birth between 01 January 1990 and

31 December 2004.

• Treatment 7. This query joins the two tables medicine and med_treatment together

and counts the number of times each medicine has been used. The query tests the
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performance of Hash indexing when performing an inner join between two tables.

The index used medicine number in med_treatment as the index key.

• Treatment 8. This query tests each DBMSs performance at retrieving BLOB data

by joining the tables consultation, xray and ct-scan together and listing all the data

for the patient with patient number 1234. Two B-tree indexes were also created,

one for x-ray and one for ct-scan, using the foreign keys as the index keys.

• Treatment 9. This query joins the two tables patient and consultation and lists all

the data for the patient with patient number 1234. The query test the retrieval of

BLOB data and the patient photo, from the patient table, and a B-tree index was

created that used patient number in consultation as the index key.

Treatment 10. This query performs an inner join on the two tables consultation

and treatment, listing all consultations and treatments the patient with patient

number 1234 has undergone. The purpose of this query was to test each DBMS's

performance on joining tables with several thousand rows of data, and if B-tree

indexing can increase the performance of inner joins. The B-tree index used the

foreign key consultation number in treatment as the index key.

• Treatment 11. This query joins the tables treatment, med_treatment, altmed_treatment

and operation_treatment together using left outer joins. Three Hash indexes were

created for this query, the first used treatment number in med_treatment as the

index key, the second used treatment number in altined_treatment as the index key

and the third used treatment number in operation_treatment as the index key.
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5 Data Collection

To create a big enough dataset to test the different null hypotheses it was decided that

each query would be repeated one hundred times; both before and after tuning techniques

had been implemented. Each time a query was started, the system should capture the

time it took from starting the query until the result were printed out on screen. All

treatments were stored in .sql files and started from the terminal window in Fedora.

The command used to start the query were for MySQL mysql databasename < queryfile

-u username and for PostgreSQL psql -U username -f queryfile databasename.

5.1 Time Function

The time command 18] in Fedora were used to capture the number of seconds the DBMS

needed to process each query. With the default setting the time command returned three

different time statistics, real, user and system, time, in minutes, seconds and milliseconds.

The real time captures the time from initiation to termination of the command, user time

captures the user CPU time and system time capture the system CPU time [18_

To simplify the process of gathering and analysing the time data, it was decided, after

consulting the supervisor, that only real time should be captured. This was achieved by

changing the format using the GNU option -f followed by the format string %e.

The command used to capture and store the real time for a query were for MySQL

/usr/bin/time -f %e mysql databasename < queryfile -u username 2 >> resultfile and for

PostgreSQL /usr/bin/time -f %e psql -U username -f queryfile databasename 2 >> resultfile.

5.2 Shell Script

To automate the process of running the queries and capturing the time data shell scripting

was used 7]. Two scripts were created, one for MySQL and another for PostgreSQL. One

"time function" was created for each query and inserted in the script. These scripts ran

each query one after the other, looping each query a hundred times. By doing this

the researcher could start the script, minimise the terminal window and let the script

run through all the queries automatically. At the end of the day, when the script had

completed, the researcher could look through all the results and go on to the next stage
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of the experiment.?

5.3 The Process of Testing the Two DBMSs

To ensure that the two DBMSs did not slow down the query performance of each other,

only one database was tested at a time. After installing the two DBMSs the PostgreSQL

service was turned off and the data generated by The Dada Engine [321 were inserted in

MySQL. After ensuring that the correct number of rows had been inserted the MySQL

shell script was started. Results were then gathered and copied over to a third machine,

to ensure that the result data were not "contaminated" by running the shell script at

a later stage. The two tables consultation and treatment were then denormalised and

indexes inserted. 8 Finally, the shell script was started again, results were gathered and

copied over to the third machine before dropping the database and tuning off the MySQL

service.

5.4 Summary

As a summary, the data collection process went like this:

I. Installed MySQL.

2. Installed PostgreSQL.

3. Turned off PostgreSQL service in Fedora.

4. Initialised table schema in MySQL.

5. Initialised data schemas in MySQL.

6. Initialised BLOB schemas in MySQL.

7. Checked that correct number of rows had been inserted in MySQL.9

? The two shell scripts are available in Appendix G.

8 The index schemas and denormalisation schema can be seen in Appendix D and Appendix E.

9 There were certain problems with the data schemas generated in The DADA Engine. Some surnames

generated contained special characters that only PostgreSQL refused to insert, like "O'Reilly". Therefore,

COUNT(*) queries were ran on all tables. If there were any differences between the two DBMSs some

rows were deleted in the DBMS with the most rows, e.g. in MySQL, if the staff table contained 350

rows but only 300 in PostgreSQL, 50 rows in MySQL would be deleted.
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8. The MySQL shell script was initialised.

9. Results from queries copied over to another machine.

10. Denormalisation schemas initialised in MySQL.

11. Initialised index schema in MySQL.

12. The MySQL shell script was initialised for the final time.

13. Second results copied over to another machine.

14. MySQL database dropped.

15. Turned off MySQL service.

16. Enabled PostgreSQL service and repeated steps 4 - 15.
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6 Results and Data Analysis

This chapter will go through all the results gathered and test these against the null

hypotheses outlined in chapter 1. To restate the principal null hypothesis, it said that

"There are no significant differences in performance between MySQL and PostgreSQL

with regard to indexes, BLOB management and denormalisation." The purpose of this

chapter is to find out if the principal and subordinate null hypotheses can be confirmed

or rejected.

After collecting the data it was inserted into SPSS 31, 37]. There were four datasets

for each query', two that stored the results from running the query before optimisation

and two from running after optimisation. In total there were 44 datasets, 11 "pre-

optimisation datasets" and 11 "post-optimisation datasets" for each DBMS.

Two different statistical tests were used, independent-samples t test for compar-

ing datasets between DBMSs and paired-samples t test for comparing pre- and post-

optimisation datasets for each DBMS. Also, histograms and line graphs were created for

the different datasets.11

6.1 Testing the Subordinate Null Hypotheses

6.1.1 Subordinate Null Hypothesis number 1 (Treatment 10)

"There are no significant differences in the performance of B-tree indexing between MySQL

and PostgreSQL."

Looking at the independent-samples t tests in Table 2 and Table 3, prior to optimi-

sation the mean for MySQL were 0.124 seconds. After optimisation, the mean was 0.115

second, which is a reduction of 0.009 seconds. In PostgreSQL, the mean was reduced

from 1.646 seconds to 0.535, which was a reduction of 1.110 seconds. The two-tailed

level of significance between the DBMSs was 0.000 both before and after optimisation.

Since these significances were less than 0.050 both times, there was a significant difference

between the DBMSs. This means that for both post-optimisation datasets the indexes

reduced the average time enough so that the t test could measure a significant difference

1 °One pre-optimisation and one post-optimisation dataset for MySQL and one pre-optimisation and

one post-optimisation dataset for PostgreSQL.

11 Appendix H provides a complete list of all tests and graphs.
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between the datasets, The B-tree index reduced the average time by 67,4% in Post-

greSQL, but only 7.4% in MySQL, as seen in. Table 1. So, it is pretty safe to say that

there was a significant difference in. B-tree index performance between these two DBMSs.

In other words, this subordinate null hypothesis was rejected.

Comparing the two line graphs in Figure 2 and Figure 3 against each other it is

important to point out that the first time the query ran in PostgreSQL after optimisation

it took 7.550 seconds, which was significantly higher than the average query time. It is

unknown what caused this, but one possible cause is that PostgreSQL is buffering the

results from the queries, so if the query is repeated PostgreSQL does not have to access

the disk; thus reducing the cost of the query.

W nip;

Treatment 10 Query iterations

Figure 2: Line graph for Treatment 10 in MySQL.

6.1.2 Subordinate Null Hypothesis number 2 (Treatment 3)

"There are no significant differences in the performance of Hash indexing between MySQL

and PostgreSQL."

The independent-samples t tests, in Table 5 and. Table 6, show that for MySQL the

mean was 218.662 seconds prior optimisation and 200.941 seconds after optimisation.

This was a reduction of 17.721 seconds. In PostgreSQL the means were 6.863 seconds

Table 1: Treatment 10 optimisation results.

DBMS Before Opt After Opt Improvement

MySQL 0.124 0.115 7.4%

PostgreSQL 1.646 0.536 67.5%
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Table 2: Pre-optimisation independent-samples t test for Treatment 10

Group Statistics

Sod. Error
Database N Mean Std. Deviation Mean

time	 mysql 100 .1244 .03403 .00340
postgresql 100 1.6463 .11632 .01163

Independent Samples Test

Levene s Test for
Equality of \itriarices -test fo Equality of tan

. Confidence
Interval of the

Wan Std. Error Difference
F Sig. t df Sig. (2-tailed) Difference Difference Lower Upper

ti	 ie	 Equal )variances
assumed 96.158 .000 -125572 19 .000 -1.52190 .01212 15458 -1.49800

Equal variances
n ot assumed -125.672 115.826 .000 -1.52190 .01212 1.54591 -1.49789

Table 3: Post-optimisation independent-samples t test for Treatment 10
Group Statistics

Std. Error
Database N Mean Std. Deviation Moan

time	 mysql 100 .1151 .02804 .00280
postgresql 100 .5357 .71047 .07105

Independent Samples Test

Levene's Test for
Equality of ''variances t-test for Equality of Means

95% Confidence
Interval of the

Moan Std. Error Difference
F Sig. t df Sig. (2-tailed) Difference Difference Lower Lipper

time	 Equal variances
assumed 2.610 .108 -5.915 198 .000 -.42060 .07111 -.56082 -.28038

Equal variances
not assumed -5.915 99.328 .000 -.42000 .07111 -.56168 -.27952

prior to optimisation and 6.946 seconds after, which was an increase in average query

time of 0.082 seconds, as seen in Table 4. In the t test, the two-tailed level of significance

was 0.000 both times, which means that there was a significant difference between the

two DBMSs both before and after optimisation.

So, did the Hash index significantly change the performance of the queries in the

two DBMSs? To answer this paired-sample t tests were needed, the results of these

Table 4. Treatment 3 optimisation results.

DBMS Before Opt After Opt Improvement

MySQL 218.662 200.941 8.1%

PostgreSQL 6.863 6.946 -2.1%
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Std. Error
DifferenceDifference

95% Confidence
Interval of the

Difference
Lower	 Upper

t-test for Equally of Means

1.79950 1.25997 209.31481 214 28419

211.79950 1.25997 209.29945 214.29955

Equal variances
assumed
Equal variances
not assumed

Levene's Test fo r

Equally of Variances

”F
	

io

5	 .00

T	 10 u

Figure 3: Line graph for Treatment 10 in PostgreSQL.

tests can be seen in Table 13 and Table 14 12 . For MySQL, in the Paired Samples Test,

the two-tailed level of significance was 0.000, which means that there was a significant

difference between the pre- and post-optimisation time average for MySQL. In other

words, creating a Hash index in MySQL resulted in a significant change in the query

time. Also, for PostgreSQL, there was a significant difference between the two datasets,

but here the Hash index actually increased the average. It is unclear why the Hash

index caused the small but noticeable increase in average query time, to the researcher's

knowledge the DBMS would only use any indexes if they can potentially reduce the cost

of the queries.

Table 5: Pre-optimisation independent-samples t test for Treatment 3

Std. Error
Database N Mean d Deviation Mean

timemyiii.il 100 21	 .6628 12.59878 1.25988
100 6.6833 A 5567 01557

Independent aaaftspl Test

By comparison, looking at the paired-samples t tests of "Treatment 4" 13 , which also

12 Pair 3 relates to "Treatment 3".
"Pair 4 in Table 13 and Table 14.
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Table 6: Post-optimisation independent-samples t test for Treatment 3

Group Statistic.~

Std. Error
Database N Mean Std. Deviation Mean

time	 mysql 100 200.0414 3.52724 .35272
poatgnRsql 100 6.0460 .16386 .01630

Independent Samples Test

Levene's Test for
Equality of Variances t-test fo	 Equality of Means

Mean Std. Error
Interval of the

Confidiejrp,cpeer

Difference
Lo05w%erF Sig. t df Sig. (2.tailed) Difference Difference

time	 Equal variances
assumed 127.700 .000 549.2,99 198 .000 193.99540 .35310 193.29907 194.69173

Equal variances
not assumed 549.309 99.427 .000 193.90540 .35310 193.29480 194.69600

were testing Hash indexing, the Paired Samples Test mean were 2.504 seconds in MySQL

and -0.052 seconds in PostgreSQL. As for "Treatment 3" the Hash index reduced the

average query time in MySQL but increased the average query time in PostgreSQL, but

as seen in Table 7 PostgreSQL was again significantly faster than MySQL.

Table 7: Post-optimisation independent-samples t test for Treatment 4

Group Statistics

Std. ETo r
Database N Mean Std. Deviation Mean

time	 mysql 100 23.6255 .47602 .04760
pos-tgresql 100 .7370 .04073 .00407

Independent Samples Test

Levene's Test tor
Equality of \,brianoes t-test for Equalfty of Means

95% Cor fidence
Interval of the

Mean Std. Error Difference
F Sig. t df Sig. (2-tailed) Difference Difference Lower Upper

time	 Equal variances
assumed 131.390 .000 478.205 198 .00D 22.88760 .04706 22.79322 22.98198

Equal variances
assunot	 med 478.205 101.161 .000 22.88760 .04706 22.79266 22.98254

In summary, there was a significant difference in performance of Hash indexing be-

tween the two DBMSs and therefore this subordinate null hypothesis was rejected. But

the differences in performance between the two DBMSs were also very significant and

even with Hash indexing MySQL was on average 193.990 seconds slower than Post-

greSQL at running the "Treatment 3" query. The cause of this is unclear, but when the

test data were inserted the researcher observed that PostgreSQL took much longer time

than MySQL; in fact, MySQL inserted several thousand rows of data almost instantly
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while PostgreSQL used about 1 second per 10 rows of data. This might be a sign of that

PostgreSQL takes much more care of how the data is being inserted, possibly placing the

data block after block on the disk to reduce disk latency.

6.1.3 Subordinate Null Hypothesis number 3 (Treatment 7 and 11)

"There are no significant differences in the performance of single column indexing between

MySQL and PostgreSQL."

Both the B-tree index in subordinate null hypothesis number 1 and Hash index in

subordinate null hypothesis number 2 were single column indexes. So, since both those

null hypotheses were rejected, this null hypothesis can therefore also be rejected.

Looking at the paired-samples t test of "Treatment 7" and "Treatment 11" i- 4 , which

both are single column indexes, the significance in Paired Samples Test show that there

is a significant level of difference between the datasets for both treatments. The Paired

Samples Test mean for "Treatment 11" was 23.122 seconds in MySQL but -0.074 seconds

in PostgreSQL. In other words, the Hash index in "Treatment 11" reduced the average

query time by 23.122 seconds in MySQL but actually increased the query time by 0.074

seconds in PostgreSQL. But, again, even with hash indexing MySQL was significantly

slower than PostgreSQL, as seen in Figure 4 and Figure 5.

141,, ■21,1

Troatmont 7 !)uerV Itoretions Trantli4rit 

Figure 4: Line graph for Treatment 7 and Treatment 11 in MySQL.

"Pair 7 and 11 in Table 13 and Table 14.
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Tr a Ament 7 o uery Iterations	 Treatment 11 Query iterations

Figure 5: Line graph for Treatment 7 and Treatment 11 in PostgreSQL.

6.1.4 Subordinate Null Hypothesis number 4 (Treatment 2)

"There are no significant differences in the performance of multi column indexing between

MySQL and PostgreSQL."

Originally "Treatment 2" was designed to test multi column indexing but after the

tests were completed in MySQL and the index schema inserted in PostgreSQL, it was

discovered that PostgreSQL hash indexing does not support multi column keys[25, 20].

The multi column index was therefore changed to a B-tree index in PostgreSQL, but the

consequence of this is that "Treatment 2" must be considered as flawed and results of any

statistical tests cannot be used to confirm or reject this subordinate null hypothesis.'

6.1.5 Subordinate Null Hypothesis number 5

"There are no significant differences in the performance of unique key indexing between

MySQL and PostgreSQL."

It was originally planned that, after the databases had been created, the default

primary key index would be removed from one table and a pre-optimisation "treatment"

would be run. After completion, a B-tree or Hash index would be created on the attribute

that previously was used as a primary key. But, because the researcher was not able to

disable the primary key index for the pre-optimisation "treatment", it was not possible

15 1t is unclear if MySQL actually accepted the multi column Hash index. Even if it did, the two

DBMSs used different index types and can therefore not be compared.
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to test this null hypothesis.'

6.1.6 Subordinate Null Hypothesis number 6

"There are no significant differences in the performance of primary key indexing between

MySQL and PostgreSQL."

As for the previous subordinate null hypothesis, it was originally planned that the

default primary key index would be removed from one table followed by running a pre-

optimisation "treatment". After completion, a B-tree or Hash primary key index would

be created and followed by a post-optirnisation "treatment". But, because the researcher

was not able to disable the primary key index for the pre-optimisation "treatment"'

therefore it was riot possible to test this null hypothesis.

6.1.7 Subordinate Null Hypothesis number 7 (Treatment 8 and 9)

"There are no significant differences in the performance of retrieving BLOB data using

B-tree indexing between MySQL and PostgreSQL."

Two "treatments" were used to test this null hypothesis, "Treatment 8" arid "Treat-

ment 9". "Treatment 8" used left outer joins to join the consultation, x-ray and ct-scan

tables together while "Treatment 9" used a left outer join to join patient with consulta-

tion.

Looking at the results for "Treatment 8" in Table 8, Table 9 and Table 10, in MySQL

the pre-optimisation mean was 0.541 seconds and 0.397 seconds in the post-optimisation

mean while in PostgreSQL the two means were 23.237 seconds and 35.687 seconds re-

spectively.

'During the writing of this report, the researcher realised that by creating an attribute that used

auto-numbering to generate unique values, this null hypothesis could have been tested.

'When defining a primary key a default primary key index is generated. Both DBMSs ignore any

attempt at dropping primary key indexes.

Table 8 Treatment 8 optimisation results.

DBMS Before Opt After Opt Improvement

MySQL 0.541 0.397 26.6%

PostgreSQL 23.237 35.687 -53.8%
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There was also a significant difference between the two DBMSs both before and after

optimisation, as the two-tailed level of significance was 0.000 both times. So, the B-tree

index increased the query performance in MySQL, by an average of 0.143 seconds, but

decreased the query performance in PostgreSQL by an average of 12.450 seconds.' In

other words, the B-tree index produced a small reduction in the average query time for

MySQL but actually slowed the query down in PostgreSQL.

Table 9: Pre-optimisation independent-samples t test for Treatment 8
Group Statistics

Std. Error
Database N Mean Std. Deviation Moan

time	 mysql 100 .5415 .10851 .01085
postgresql 100 23.2371 .1282g .81283

Independent Samples Test

Levene'sTest for
Equality	 dances t-test for Equality of tikans

Confidence
Interval of the

tikan Std. Error Difference

F Sig. t df i	 (2-tailed) Difference Difference Lower Upper
time	 Equal ,variances

assumed 7.059 .000 -1350.745 198 .000 -22.69500 .01680 -22.72873 -22.68247

Equal variances
not assumed -1350.745 102.699 .000 -22.60560 .01680 - 222874 22.66246

Table 10: Post-optimisation independent-samples t test for Treatment 8

Group 'Statistics

Std. Empr
Database N Mean Std. Deviation Mean

time	 rnysql 100 .3977 .03567 .00357
postgresql 100 35.6875 .31428 .03143

Independent Samples Test

Levene's Test for
Equality of ii,brianoes Melt for Equality of Mewns

F t df Sig. (2-tailed)
Mean

Difference
Std. Error

Difference

95% Confidence
Interval of the

Difference
Lower Upper

time	 Equal vanances
assumed
Equal variances
not assumed

7.327 .007 .1115.798

-1115.790

198

101.551

.000

.000

-35.28980

-35.28980

.03163

.03163

-35.35217

-36.35254

-35.22743

-35.22706

The results were quite similar for "Treatment 9". The two-tail significance in Table 11

and Table 12 showed that there was a significant difference between the two DBMSs both

before and after optimisation.

The mean difference between pre- and post-optimisation results in the paired-samples

18 This can be seen in the Paired-samples t test for Pair 8 in Table 13 and Table 14.
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Table 11: Pre-optimisation independent-samples t test for Treatment 9
Group Statistics

Std. Errnr
Database N Mean Sid. Deviation Mean

time	 mysql 100 .9613 .05782 .00678
postgresql 100 28.6950 3.02161 .30216

Independent Samples Test

Levene°s Test for
Equality	 dances test for	 u	 's of M ans

...% Confidence
Intenfal of the

Mean Std. Error Difference

F Sig. t df (2-tailed) Difference Difference Lower Upper

time	 Equal variances
assumed 86.020 .000 -91.761 198 .000 -27.73370 .30224 -20.32972 1'7.13768

Equal variances
not assumed -91.761 99.100 .000 -27.73370 .30224 -28.3:3340 -27.13400

Table 12: Post-optimisation independent-samples t test for Treatment 9
Group Statistics

Std. Error
Database N Fr/wan Std. Deviation Mean

time	 mysql 100 .8942 .06465 .00647
poTtgresql 100 62.3661 .26404 .02640

Independent Samples Test

Levene's Test for
Equality of Variances ttest for Equalitv. of Means

95% Confidence
Interval of the

Mean Std. Error Difference

F Sig. t df Sig. (2-tailed) Difference Difference Lower Upper

time	 Blual variances
assumed 106.156 .000 -2261.269 198 .000 -61.47090 .02718 -61.524.51 -61.41729

Equal variances
wit assumed -2261.269 110.829 .000 -61.47090 .02718 -61.52477 -61.41703

t test was 0.067 seconds for MySQL and -33.670 seconds for PostgreSQL, as seen in

Table 13 and Table 14.

It is obvious that there is a significant difference between the two DBMSs with re-

gards to B-tree indexing and therefore this subordinate null hypothesis is rejected. The

researcher is unsure why the B-tree index is decreasing the performance of the two queries.

Looking at Figure 6 it can be seen that, for "Treatment 9", the insertion of the B-Tree

index results in the average query time increasing from 28.69 seconds to 62.36 seconds.

During the insertion of the indexes in MySQL the researcher observed that inserting

indexes on tables that stored BLOB data actually took considerably more time than the

other indexes.' By a coincidence the researcher also observed that during the insertion

19 This can be seen in Appendix D, in the subsection "Result when running schema" for

MySQL. Notice that the three indexes patientname_hash_index, patient_dateofbirth_hash_index and x-
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Paired Samples Corre/ations

N Correlation 0 1 8,
Pair I	 tl	 rl 811	 r2 100 000

Pair 2	 t2_r1 &12_x2 100 .807 ON
Pair 3	 /3"1 .063r2 100 .273 AM
Pair 4	 t4_r1 &t4 _r2 100 .107 090
Pair 5	 t6 _rl.sic_r2 100 .879 .200
Pair 0	 th_r1 72.03_r2 100 -.011 .814

Pair 7	 t7 _r1 &V _r2 100 -.010 .018

Pair 8	 t8 r1 068 J2 100 .467 .000

Pair 9	 t9 r1 &t9 r2 100 .074 .407

Pair 10	 610 r1 & t/0 r2 -.004 .972
Pair 1	 rl &tit 2 100 -053 .587

Table 13: Paired-samples t test	 MySQL
Paired Samples Statistics

Mean N Std. Deviation
Std. Error

Mean
Pair	 11_0 36.8163 100 3.18368 .31837
1	 112.2 35.3310 100 3.17245 .31725

Pair	 12_0 6.6933 100 1.27656 .1 2766
2	 t2_r2 6.8162 100 .35387 .03539
Pair	 t3 _il 21 6.6628 100 12.59878 1.25986
3	 t3 _r2 200.941 4 100 3.52724 .35272

Pair	 14_0 26.1299 100 1.66548 .1 6650
4	 t4 r2 23.6255 100 .47602 .04760

Pair	 15 _r1 .0500 100 .04119 .00412
5	 t5_r2 .0467 100 .03709 .00371

Pair	 t6 _r1 99.0498 100 .86645 .08665
6	 16_r2 83.0993 100 3.91513 .39151

Pair	 t7_r1 2.9648 100 .43653 .04365
7	 t7_r2 2.4034 100 .63775 .06377

Pair	 18_r1 .5415 100 .10851 .01005
8	 t8 _r2 .3977 100 .03567 .00357

Pair	 19_r1 .9613 100 .06782 .00678
9	 t9_r2 .8942 100 .06465 .00647
Pair	 110_r1 .1244 100 .03403 .00340
10	 t10_r2 .1151 100 .02894 .00289

Pair	 tl 1_r1 166.3375 100 4 1 7801 .41780
11	 t11 22 143.2148 100 7 1 6141 .71614

Paired Samples Test
Paired Differences

t df Sig. (2-tailed)Moan Std. Deviation
Std. Error

Mean

1356 Confidence
',Cenral of the

Difference

Lower Uppe

Pair 1	 t1j1 - t1_2 1.48530 2.86802 .26680 .86591 2.01469 5.567 99 .000

Pair 2	 t2_r1 - 62 _r2 1.87710 .97623 .08782 1.88338 2.07081 19.228 85 .000

Pair 3	 t3_r1 - t3i2 17.72140 12.12132 1.21213 15.31627 20.12653 14.820 89 .000

Pair 4	 t4_r1 - t4 _r2 2.50440 1.68257 .16828 2.17054 2.83826 14.884 89 .000

Pair 5	 t5 _r1 • t6 _r2 .00410 .03158 .00316 -.00218 .01038 1.299 99 .197

Pair 8	 46_0 - 06_r2 15.95050 4.01913 .49191 16.15302 18.74768 36.686 66 .000

Pair 7	 t7_r1 -67_r2 08140 .77857 .07766 .40731 .71048 7.228 99 .000

Pair 8	 48_0 - t8_52 .14380 .09711 .00871 .12453 .18307 14.808 98 .000

Pair 9	 69_r1 -68_r2 .06710 .00019 .00902 .04820 .08500 7.440 96 000

Pair 10	 t 10_0 - t10"2 .00830 .09475 .00447 .00042 .01818 2.078 99 .040

Pair II	 111_0 -111j2 23.12270 8.48182 .84318 21.43972 2480568 27.261 96 .000

of the indexes the free disk space on the machine was reduced by the same amount as

the size of the tables. Around a minute later the disk space would be "reset" back to

the previous level. The cause of this is also unclear, but the researcher thinks that this

might signal that when an index is created in MySQL, the DBMS makes a copy of the

data in the table, restructures it based on the index key and then overwrites the original

unstructured data. However, the researcher has found no documents confirming this

suggestion but this might explain why MySQL is so much faster than PostgreSQL on

these two "treatments".

In summary, there is a significant difference between the two DBMSs and therefore

this subordinate null hypothesis is rejected. But it is also important to point out that

MySQL was considerably faster than PostgreSQL at fetching the data.

ray_costatnum_btree_index were the three indexes that required the roost time to be inserted. It is also

important to point out that all of these indexes were created on tables that stored BLOB data.
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Paired Samples Correlations

Correlation Sig.
Pair 1	 PI	 rl ekt1_r2 100 .827 000
Pair 2	 t2 rt 062_62 600 .600 .000
Pair 3	 t3_r1 &t3 r2 100 -.117 .246
Pair 4	 t4_r1 8.74 r2 100 -007 .336
Pair 0	 t5 r1 .0t5 2 100 .800 .000
Par 6	 tort 8.63_r2 100 .643 000
Pair?	 a _r1 .6t7_r2 100 .208 .038

Pair 8	 28 _r1 068 r2 100 .045 .700
Pair P	 0 r1 2.-tA_r2 100 -.118 .243
Pair 10	 MI 61 .0 t10_r2 100 .331 .001
Pair 11	 411 r1 011122 100 441 .000

Table 14: Paired-samples I test for PostgreSQL
Paired Samples Statissties

Mean N d. Deviation
Std. Error

Mean

Pair	 t1r1 4.2420 100 1 3143 .01 314
1	 ti _r2 2.7778 100 .09380 .00035

Pair	 1221 4.1573 100 .29157 .02916
2	 12_r2 4.4040 1 00 .27360 .02736

Pair	 t3_r1 6.8633 100 .15567 .01557
3	 t3_r2 6.9460 100 .16386 .01539

Pair	 t4_r1 .6356 100 .01526 .001 53
4	 14_r2 .7379 100 .04973 .00497

Pair	 t5_r1 1.1557 100 .03870 .00367
5	 1522 .5812 100 .50416 .05042

Pair	 1621 46.5956 1 00 2.55930 .25593
6	 16_r2 45.4706 100 1.56061 .15806

Pair	 17_r1 2.0353 100 .10201 .01020
7	 1722 2.0033 100 .18030 .01003

Pair	 t8_r1 23.2371 100 .12829 .01283
8	 1822 35E075 100 .31426 .03143

Pair	 t9_r1 28.6950 100 3.02161 .30216
9	 19_r2 62.3651 100 .26404 .02640

Pair	 11021 1.8463 100 .11632 .01163
10	 t1022 .5357 1 00 .71047 .07105

Pair	 111_0 10.51 35 100 .07848 .00785

111_r2 10.5878 100 .07779 .00778

Pared Samples Test

Paired Difterences

t df Sig. (2-tailed)Mean Std. Deviation
Std . Error

Mea

Confidence
Interval of the

Difference

Leger Tipper

Pair 1	 61_r1 - t1_62 48420 .07541 .00764 .44024 1.47916 4.166 09 .000

Pair 2	 t2_r1 -62_r2 -.24070 .25790 .02579 v20787 -9.565 90 .000

Pair 3	 t3_r1 - t3_r2 -.08270 .23887 .02380 -.13010 -63530 .348 99 .001

Pair 4	 t4_r1 - t4 r2 -.05230 .05343 .00534 ..06290 -.04170 -0.7 99 .000

Pairs	 t5 J-1 - 65_r2 .57 .48903 .04098 .48128 .66772 12.228 09 .000

Pair 6	 66_r1 - t6 _r2 1.5260 1.96211 .19521 .13567 7.772 00 .000

Pair 7	 67_r1 - t7 _r2 .03200 .18782 .01878 -.00527 .06027 1.704 99 .092

Pair 8	 48 J-1 - IC."2 -12.45040 .19761 .01176 2.4961 2.41119 -630.060 09 .000

Pair 9	 19_r1 -69_r2 -33.67010 3.06400 .30640 4.27806 6214 109.890 99 .000

Pair 10	 610_r1 -t10 J2 1.11060 .68090 .06009 .97549 571 16.311 99 .000

Pair	 t11_61 -211 _r2 -07430 .01265 .00826 ..09070 .05790 -8.090 99 .000

6.1.8 Subordinate Null Hypothesis number 8 (Treatment 6)

"There are no significant differences in the performance of retrieving BLOB data using

Hash indexing between MySQL and PostgreSQL."

"Treatment 6" was used to test this null hypothesis and the paired-samples t test

showed that for MySQL the pre-optimisation mean was 99.049 seconds and the post-

optimisation mean was 83.099. This is a mean difference of 15.950 seconds and the two-

tailed level of significance was 0.000, which means that there was a significant difference

between the two means. For PostgreSQL the pre-optimisation mean was 46.995 seconds

and 45.470 for the post-optimisation mean. This is a mean difference of 1.525 seconds

and the two-tailed level of significance said that there was a significant difference between

the two means. In other words, the Hash index reduced the average query time by

approximately 16.11% in MySQL and 3.25% in PostgreSQL. Because of these results,

plus the fact that there was a significant level of difference between the two DBMSs both
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Figure 6: Line graph for Treatment 8 and Treatment 9 in PostgreSQL.

before and after optimisation, this subordinate null hypothesis is rejected.

But, looking at Figure 7 and Figure 8, it is obvious that there was also a considerable

difference in query performance between the two DBMSs. As mentioned before, MySQL

was on average fetching the queries in around 99 seconds prior to optimisation and around

83 seconds after optimisation, while PostgreSQL was on average fetching the same data

in around 47 seconds before optimisation and around 45 seconds after optimisation. In

other words, even with Hashing MySQL was considerably slower than PostgreSQL at

fetching the data.

Troott90819	 Iterotlano

Figure 7: Line graph for Treatment 6 in MySQL.

Comparing the results of "Treatment 6" with the "treatments" from the previous

subordinate null hypothesis 2° it is obvious that for those "treatments" MySQL was con-

20 "Treatment 8" and "Treatment 9" were used to test the previous subordinate null hypothesis.
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Figure 8: Line graph for Treatment 6 in PostgreSQL.

siderably faster while for "Treatment 6" PostgreSQL was faster. The researcher sees this

as a possible sign that it is not the internal structure of the two databases' that is causing

those significant differences, but rather it is caused by the type of query used 22 , for ex-

ample joining several tables together requires much extra processing by the DBMSs, and

the way the data are structured might indirectly make one query faster on one machine

than the other.

6.1.9 Subordinate Null Hypothesis number 9 (Treatment 1)

"There are no significant differences in the performance of processing queries on denor-

malised tables between MySQL and PostgreSQL."

The "treatment" created to test this subordinate null hypothesis was "Treatment 1" ,

which prior to optimisation joined the two tables consultation and treatment together

fetching consultation date, patient number, treatment date and duration of the individ-

ual treatments. The query had to join 40000 rows in consultation with 60000 rows in

treatment, requiring considerable processing by the two DBMSs. As seen in Figure 9 and

Figure 10 there was a considerable difference in how fast the two DBMSs processed the

queries.

In the independent-samples test, in Table 15 and Table 16, for MySQL the pre-

21 For example, MySQL used the Mediumblob data type to store BLOB data while PostgreSQL used

Bytea, which are structured and stored in two considerably different ways.
22 "Treatment 6" only accessed one table and used a Hash index on date of birth in patient to fetch.

the data while "Treatment 8" and "Treatment 9" joined several tables together.
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Figure 9: Line graph for Treatment 1 in MySQL.

Tanatmf	 Query nt:rations

Figure 10: Line graph for Treatment 1 in PostgreSQL.

optimisation mean was 36.816 seconds while the post-optimisation was 35.331 seconds.

This is a mean difference of 1.485 seconds, which means that there was a significant

difference between the two datasets, confirmed by the two-tailed level of significance. In

PostgreSQL, the pre-optimisation mean was 4.242 seconds while the post-optimisation

was 2.777 seconds. This is a mean difference, as seen in the paired samples test in

Table 14, of 1.464 seconds and the two-tailed level of significance was 0.000, in other

words there was a significant difference between the two datasets.

As seen in the two tables, there was also a considerable difference between the two

DBMSs, PostgreSQL was much faster than MySQL and also produced the biggest per-

centage difference between pre- and post-optimisation. Therefore, this null hypothesis

can be rejected.

The researcher is unsure what is causing this difference in performance between the
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Table 15: Pre-optimisation independent-samples t test for Treatment 1

Group Statistics

Std. Error
Database N Mean Std. Deviation Mean

time	 mysql 100 36.8163 3.18368 .31837
postgres 100 4.2420 .13143 .01314

Independent Samples Test

Levene's Test for
Equalityof Variances t-test forEquality of towns

50 Confidence
Interval of the

Mean Std. Error' Difference
F Sig. t df D. (2-tailed) Difference Difference Lower Upper

time	 Equal variances
assumed 113.293 .000 102.229 198 .000 32.57430 .31864 31.94594 33.20266

Equal variances
not assumed 102.229 99.337 .000 32.57430 .31864 31.94208 33.20652

Table 16: Post-optimisation independent-samples t test for Treatment 1

Id

Std. Error
Database N Mean Std. Deviation Mean

time	 mysql 100 35.3310 3.17245 .31725
postgresgl 100 2.7778 .09390 .00930

Independent Samples Test

Levene's Test for
Equality of itibriances t4est for Equality of	 tans

950 Confidence
Interval of the

Mean Std. Error Difference
F Sig. t df Sig. (2-tailed) Difference Difference Lower Lipper

time	 Equal variances
assumed 144.698 .000 102.567 198 .000 32.65320 .31738 31.92731 33.17009

Equal variances
not assumed 102.567 99.173 .000 32.55320 .31738 31.92346 33.18294

two DBMSs, but one probable cause is the way the data were structured when they

were inserted. As mentioned in Subordinate Null Hypothesis number 2, PostgreSQL took

much longer to insert the test data, a possible sign that PostgreSQL takes greater care

when storing the data to optimise the retrieval of it. If this is the case it could explain

why PostgreSQL is so significantly faster than MySQL. Denormalising the two tables did

increase the performance for both DBMSs, but the drawbacks of denormalisation' will

not make it beneficial to do denormalisation on these two tables.

23 For example a denormalised table stores duplicate data and keeping this up to date requires extra

processing by the DBMS.
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6.2 Principal Null Hypothesis

"There are no significant differences in performance between MySQL and PostgreSQL

'with regard to indexes, BLOB management and denormalisation."

This principal null hypothesis must be rejected if any of the subordinate null hy-

potheses are rejected. All but subordinate null hypotheses 1, 2 and 3 (which could not be

tested), were rejected and therefore the principal null hypothesis must also be rejected.

6.3 Summary

So, in summary, the principal null hypothesis was rejected. The overall performance

of the two systems also showed that all in all PostgreSQL was considerably faster than

MySQL, as seen in Table 17 and Table 18.

The histograms in Figure 11 and Figure 12 show that for most of the "treatments"

PostgreSQL was consistently faster and had less extreme results than MySQL.
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Table 17: Pre-optimisation overall independent-samples t test
Group Statistics

Std. Error
Database N Mean Std. Deviation khan

time	 mysql 1100 50.9393 73.30932 2.21036
postgresql 1100 11.8388 14.30048 .43118

Independent Samples Test

Levene's Test for
Equality of ',:riances t-test for Equality of Means

96 	 Confidence
Intenia of the

Mean Std. Error Difference
F Sig. t df Sig	 (2-tailed) Difference Difference Lower Upper

time	 Equal variances
assumed 1436.695 .000 17.362 2198 .000 30.10052 2.25202 34.68421 43.51683

Equal variances
not assumed 17.362 1132.518 .000 38.10052 2.25202 34.68211 43.51892

Table 18: Post-optimisation overall independent-samples t test
Group Statistics

Std. Error
Database N Mean Std. Deviation Mean

time	 mysql 1100 45.1714 65.60217 1.97798
postgresql 1100 15.6452 20.75525 .62579

Independent Samples Test

Levene's Test for
Equality of `Variances t-test for Equality of Means

F df Sig. (2-tailed)
Mean

Difference
Std. Error

Difference

85% Confidence
Interval of the

Difference
Lower Upper

time	 Equal variances
assumed
Equal variances
not asassumed

861.344 .000 14.232

14.232

2198

1316.830

.000

.000

29.52622

29.52622

2.07461

2.07461

25.45781

25.45631

33.58463

33.59613
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Figure 11: Histogram comparing treatment with treatment prior to optimisation.
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Figure 12: Histogram comparing treatment with treatment after optimisation.
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7 Conclusion

The goal of the study was to compare different tuning techniques between Open Source

Databases and also investigate if there were any differences between the databases in the

way they managed Binary Large Object data. The research was limited to comparing the

two Open Source Databases MySQL and PostgreSQL against each other. The research

problem was: "are there any significant differences in the untuned and tuned performance

of queries between MySQL and PostgreSQL?" Three subproblems were extracted from

this research problem:

1. "Is there any difference in the performance of B-tree and Hash indexing on the

two DBMSs? And is one of the DBMSs better at processing single column, multi

column, unique and primary key indexes?"

2. "After denormalisation, which DBMS is most effective at processing queries on the

denormalised table?"

3. "When retrieving BLOB data, which DBMS is most effective and does the two

types of indexes improve the retrieval process?"

To provide answers for these three problems, a series of tests, called "treatments", was

created. Each "treatment" was run, using shell scripts, before and after optimisation on

both DBMS, and then the results were compared against each other using independent-

and paired-samples t tests in SPSS.

The results showed that there was a significant difference between MySQL and Post-

greSQL with regards to indexes, BLOB management and denormalisation, even when

some of the subordinate null hypotheses could not be tested. Looking at the overall

performance of the two DBMSs, PostgreSQL was also significantly faster than MySQL.

7.1 Hypotheses

As shown in Table 19 all subordinate null hypotheses (except for three that could not be

tested) were rejected.

The principal null hypothesis that there are no significant differences in performance

between MySQL and PostgreSQL with regard to indexes, BLOB management and de-

normalisation was rejected by the study.
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Subordinate Null Hypothesis Result

Rejected

Rejected2

Not tested3

Not tested4

Not tested5

Rejected6

Rejected7

Rejected8

Rejected9

Table 19: Subordinate Null Hypotheses results.

7.2 Future Work

During the insertion of indexes in MySQL a temporary decrease of free disk space was

observed that possibly was a sign of the DBMS creating a copy of the whole table, though

this was not proven in any way in the study. However, if this is the case creating indexes

in such a way will over a short period of time significantly reduce the performance of the

DBMS, and only further research will provide an answer on tins. Also, further research

is needed on multi column, primary key and unique key indexing.
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Appendices

A Table schemas

A.1 Entity Relationship Diagram

X-ray
10 000 rows

CT Scan
2 000 rows

Med_group
300 rows

Patient
7 500 rows

Medicine
2 000 rows

Alt medicine
1 000 rows

Staff_Type
23 rows       

Consultation
40 000 rows 

Med_treat
30 000 rows 

Allrned_treat
10 000 rows            

Staff
300 rows

Consu t_Staff
50 000 rows

Treatment
150 00 CI rows

Opstaff
3 000 rows

E

Operation
1 000 rows

L

Op_treatrnent
20 000 rows
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A.2 MySQL schema

CREATE DATABASE medDB;

CREATE TABLE patient
patient_num INT(8) NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT,

firstname VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,

middlename VARCHAR(50),
surname VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,

date_of_birth DATE NOT NULL,
address VARCHAR(100) NOT NULL,
city VARCHAR(100) NOT NULL,

phone INT(20) NOT NULL,
cellphone INT(20),

email VARCHAR(50),
photo MEDIUMBLOB,

CONSTRAINT PATIENT_PK PRIMARY KEY (patient_num)

);

CREATE TABLE staff
staff_id INT(8) NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT,

firstname VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
middlename VARCHAR(50),
surname VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,

date_of_birth DATE NOT NULL,
address VARCHAR(100) NOT NULL,
city VARCHAR(100) NOT NULL,
phone INT(20) NOT NULL,
cellphone	 INT(20),

email VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
photo MEDIUMBLOB NOT NULL,

office_num INT(3) NOT NULL,

emp_date DATE NOT NULL,
end_date DATE,

stafftype_id INT(3) NOT NULL,

CONSTRAINT STAFF_PK PRIMARY KEY (staff_id),

CONSTRAINT STAFF_FK_TO_STAFFTYPE FOREIGN KEY (stafftype_id)

REFERENCES staff_type (stafftype_id)

);

CREATE TABLE staff_type
stafftype_id INT(3) NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT,

type_name VARCHAR(20) NOT NULL,
type_desc VARCHAR(200) NOT NULL,

CONSTRAINT STAFFTYPE_PK PRIMARY KEY (stafftype_id)

);

CREATE TABLE office
office_num INT(4) NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT,

corridor VARCHAR(20),
floor VARCHAR(20) NOT NULL,

building VARCHAR(20),
phone INT(20) NOT NULL,

fax INT(20),
comments TEXT,

CONSTRAINT OFFICE_PK PRIMARY KEY (office_num)
);

CREATE TABLE xray
xray_num INT(12) NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT,
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date_captured TIMESTAMP(14) NOT NULL,
xray_image MEDIUMBLOB NOT NULL,
comments TEXT,
consult_num INT(12) NOT NULL,

CONSTRAINT XRAY_PK PRIMARY KEY (xray_num),

CONSTRAINT XRAY_FK_TO_CONSULTATION FOREIGN KEY (consult_num)
REFERENCES consultation (consult_num)

);

CREATE TABLE ctscan

ctscan_num INT(12) NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT,
date_captured TIMESTAMP(14) NOT NULL,
ctscan_image MEDIUMBLOB NOT NULL,
comments TEXT,

consult_num INT(12) NOT NULL,

CONSTRAINT CTSCAN_PK PRIMARY KEY (ctscan_num),

CONSTRAINT CTSCAN_FK_TO_CONSULTATION FOREIGN KEY (consult_num)
REFERENCES consultation (consult_num)

CREATE TABLE consultation

consult_num INT(12) NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT,
consult_date DATE NOT NULL,
comments TEXT NOT NULL,

rec_treatment TEXT NOT NULL,
next_consult_date DATE,
patient_num INT(8) NOT NULL,

CONSTRAINT CONSULTATION_PK PRIMARY KEY (consult_num),

CONSTRAINT CONSULTATION_FK_TO_PATIENT FOREIGN KEY (patient_num)
REFERENCES patient (patient_num)

);

CREATE TABLE staff_consult

id INT(12) NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT,
consult_num INT(12) NOT NULL,
staff_id INT(8) NOT NULL,

comments TEXT,

CONSTRAINT STAFFCONSULT_PK PRIMARY KEY (id),

CONSTRAINT STAFFCONSULT_FK_TO_CONSULTATION FOREIGN KEY (consult_num)
REFERENCES consultation (consult_num),

CONSTRAINT STAFFCONSULT_FK_TO_STAFF FOREIGN KEY (staff_id)
REFERENCES staff (staff_id)

);

CREATE TABLE treatment

treatment_num INT(12) NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT,
treatment_date DATE NOT NULL,
days_duration INT(3) NOT NULL,

quantity VARCHAR(100) NOT NULL,
description TEXT NOT NULL,

consult_num INT(12) NOT NULL,

CONSTRAINT TREATMENT_PK PRIMARY KEY (treatment_num),

CONSTRAINT TREATMENT_FK_TO_CONSULTATION FOREIGN KEY (consult_num)
REFERENCES consultation (consult_num)
);

CREATE TABLE medicine

med_num INT(12) NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT,



med_name VARCHAR(100) NOT NULL,
cem_name VARCHAR(200) NOT NULL,

comments TEXT,
med_group_num INT(4) NOT NULL,

CONSTRAINT MEDICINE_PK PRIMARY KEY (med_num),

CONSTRAINT MEDICINE_FK_TO_MEDGROUP FOREIGN KEY (med_group_num)

REFERENCES medicine_group (med_group_num)

);

CREATE TABLE med_treatment
id INT(12) NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT,

med_num INT(12) NOT NULL,
treatment_num INT(12) NOT NULL,

comments TEXT,

CONSTRAINT MED_TREATMENT_PK PRIMARY KEY (id),

CONSTRAINT MED_TREATMENT_FK_TO_MEDICINE FOREIGN KEY (med_num)

REFERENCES medicine (med_num),
CONSTRAINT MED_TREATMENT_FK_TO_TREATMENT FOREIGN KEY (treatment_num)

REFERENCES treatment (treatment_num)

CREATE TABLE alt_medicine
altmed_num INT(12) NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT,

altmed_name VARCHAR(100) NOT NULL,
cem_name VARCHAR(200) NOT NULL,

comments TEXT,
med_group_num INT(4) NOT NULL,

CONSTRAINT ALTMEDICINE_PK PRIMARY KEY (altmed_num),

CONSTRAINT ALTMEDICINE_FK_TO_MEDGROUP FOREIGN KEY (med_group_num)

REFERENCES medicine_group (med_group_num)

);

CREATE TABLE altmed_treatment
id INT(12) NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT,

altmed_num INT(12) NOT NULL,
treatment_num INT(12) NOT NULL,

comments TEXT,

CONSTRAINT ALTMED_TREATMENT_PK PRIMARY KEY (id),

CONSTRAINT ALTMED_TREATMENT_FK_TO_MEDICINE FOREIGN KEY (altmed_num)

REFERENCES medicine (med_num),
CONSTRAINT ALTMED_TREATMENT_FK_TO_TREATMENT FOREIGN KEY (treatment_num)

REFERENCES treatment (treatment_num)

);

CREATE TABLE medicine_group
med_group_num INT(4) NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT,

group_name VARCHAR(100) NOT NULL,

comments TEXT,

CONSTRAINT MEDICINEGROUP_PK PRIMARY KEY (med_group_num)

);

CREATE TABLE operation
operation_num INT(12) NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT,

op_name VARCHAR(100) NOT NULL,
description TEXT NOT NULL,

CONSTRAINT OPERATION_PK PRIMARY KEY (operation_num)

);

CREATE TABLE operation_staff
id INT(12) NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT,
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operation_num INT(12) NOT NULL,

staff_id INT(8) NOT NULL,

comments TEXT,

CONSTRAINT OPERATIONSTAFF_PK PRIMARY KEY (id),

CONSTRAINT OPERATIONSTAFF_FK_TO_OPERATION FOREIGN KEY (operation_num)

REFERENCES operation (operation_num),
CONSTRAINT OPERATIONSTAFF_FK_TO_STAFF FOREIGN KEY (staff_id)

REFERENCES staff (staff_id)

);

CREATE TABLE operation_treatment

id	 INT(12) NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT,
operation_num INT(12) NOT NULL,

treatment_num INT(12) NOT NULL,
comments TEXT,

CONSTRAINT OPERATIONSTAFF_PK PRIMARY KEY (id),

CONSTRAINT OPERATIONSTAFF_FK_TO_OPERATION FOREIGN KEY (operation_num)

REFERENCES operation (operation_num),
CONSTRAINT OPERATIONSTAFF_FK_TO_TREATMENT FOREIGN KEY (treatment_num)

REFERENCES treatment (treatment_num)

)
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A.3 PostgreSQL schema

CREATEDB medDB;

CREATE TABLE patient
patient_num SERIAL NOT NULL,

firstname VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
middlename VARCHAR(50),
surname VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,

date_of_birth DATE NOT NULL,
address VARCHAR(100) NOT NULL,

city VARCHAR(100) NOT NULL,
phone BIGINT NOT NULL,

cellphone BIGINT,

email VARCHAR(50),
photo BYTEA,

CONSTRAINT PATIENT_PK PRIMARY KEY (patient_num)

);

CREATE TABLE staff
staff_id SERIAL NOT NULL,
firstname VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
middlename VARCHAR(50),
surname VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
date_of_birth DATE NOT NULL,
address VARCHAR(100) NOT NULL,

city VARCHAR(100) NOT NULL,
phone BIGINT NOT NULL,

cellphone	 BIGINT,
email VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
photo BYTEA NOT NULL,
office_num INT NOT NULL,

emp_date DATE NOT NULL,

end_date DATE,
stafftype_id INT NOT NULL,

CONSTRAINT STAFF_PK PRIMARY KEY (staff_id),

CONSTRAINT STAFF_FK_TO_STAFFTYPE FOREIGN KEY (stafftype_id)
REFERENCES staff_type (stafftype_id) ON DELETE CASCADE

);

CREATE TABLE staff_type
stafftype_id SERIAL NOT NULL,
type_name VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
type_desc VARCHAR(200) NOT NULL,

CONSTRAINT STAFFTYPE_PK PRIMARY KEY (stafftype_id)

);

CREATE TABLE office
office_num SERIAL NOT NULL,
corridor VARCHAR(20),
floor VARCHAR(20) NOT NULL,

building VARCHAR(20),
phone BIGINT NOT NULL,

fax BIGINT,
comments TEXT,

CONSTRAINT OFFICE_PK PRIMARY KEY (office_num)

CREATE TABLE xray

xray_num SERIAL NOT NULL,
date_captured TIMESTAMP NOT NULL,
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xray_image BYTEA NOT NULL,
comments TEXT,
consult_num BIGINT NOT NULL,

CONSTRAINT XRAY_PK PRIMARY KEY (xray_num),

CONSTRAINT XRAY_FK_TO_CONSULTATION FOREIGN KEY (consult_num)
REFERENCES consultation (consult_num) ON DELETE CASCADE

) ;

CREATE TABLE ctscan
ctscan_num SERIAL NOT NULL,
date_captured TIMESTAMP NOT NULL,
ctscan_image BYTEA NOT NULL,

comments TEXT,
consult_num BIGINT NOT NULL,

CONSTRAINT CTSCAN_PK PRIMARY KEY (ctscan_num),

CONSTRAINT CTSCAN_FK_TO_CONSULTATION FOREIGN KEY (consult_num)
REFERENCES consultation (consult_num) ON DELETE CASCADE

);

CREATE TABLE consultation
consult_num SERIAL NOT NULL,
consult_date DATE NOT NULL,

comments TEXT NOT NULL,
rec_treatment TEXT NOT NULL,
next_consult_date DATE,
patient_num BIGINT NOT NULL,

CONSTRAINT CONSULTATION_PK PRIMARY KEY (consult_num),

CONSTRAINT CONSULTATION_FK_TO_PATIENT FOREIGN KEY (patient_num)

REFERENCES patient (patient_num) ON DELETE CASCADE

);

CREATE TABLE staff_consult
id SERIAL NOT NULL,
consult_num BIGINT NOT NULL,
staff_id BIGINT NOT NULL,

comments TEXT,

CONSTRAINT STAFFCONSULT_PK PRIMARY KEY (id),

CONSTRAINT STAFFCONSULT_FK_TO_CONSULTATION FOREIGN KEY (consult_num)

REFERENCES consultation (consult_num) ON DELETE CASCADE,
CONSTRAINT STAFFCONSULT_FK_TO_STAFF FOREIGN KEY (staff_id)

REFERENCES staff (staff_id) ON DELETE CASCADE

);

CREATE TABLE treatment
treatment_num SERIAL NOT NULL,
treatment_date DATE NOT NULL,

days_duration INT NOT NULL,
description TEXT NOT NULL,

consult_num BIGINT NOT NULL,

CONSTRAINT TREATMENT_PK PRIMARY KEY (treatment_num),

CONSTRAINT TREATMENT_FK_TO_CONSULTATION FOREIGN KEY (consult_num)
REFERENCES consultation (consult_num) ON DELETE CASCADE

);

CREATE TABLE medicine
med_num SERIAL NOT NULL,

med_name VARCHAR(100) NOT NULL,
cem_name VARCHAR(200) NOT NULL,
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comments TEXT,
med_group_num INT NOT NULL,

CONSTRAINT MEDICINE_PK PRIMARY KEY (med_num),

CONSTRAINT MEDICINE_FK_TO_MEDGROUP FOREIGN KEY (med_group_num)
REFERENCES medicine_group (med_group_num) ON DELETE CASCADE

)

CREATE TABLE med_treatment
id	 SERIAL NOT NULL,

med_num BIGINT NOT NULL,
treatment_num BIGINT NOT NULL,

comments TEXT,

CONSTRAINT MED_TREATMENT_PK PRIMARY KEY (id),

CONSTRAINT MED_TREATMENT_FK_TO_MEDICINE FOREIGN KEY (med_num)

REFERENCES medicine (med_num) ON DELETE CASCADE,
CONSTRAINT MED_TREATMENT_FK_TO_TREATMENT FOREIGN KEY (treatment_num)

REFERENCES treatment (treatment_num) ON DELETE CASCADE

);

CREATE TABLE alt_medicine
altmed_num SERIAL NOT NULL,
altmed_name VARCHAR(100) NOT NULL,
cem_name VARCHAR(200) NOT NULL,

comments TEXT,
med_group_num INT NOT NULL,

CONSTRAINT ALTMEDICINE_PK PRIMARY KEY (altmed_num),

CONSTRAINT ALTMEDICINE_FK_TO_MEDGROUP FOREIGN KEY (med_group_num)
REFERENCES medicine_group (med_group_num) ON DELETE CASCADE

);

CREATE TABLE altmed_treatment
id	 SERIAL NOT NULL,

altmed_num BIGINT NOT NULL,
treatment_num BIGINT NOT NULL,

comments TEXT,

CONSTRAINT ALTMED_TREATMENT_PK PRIMARY KEY (id),

CONSTRAINT ALTMED_TREATMENT_FK_TO_MEDICINE FOREIGN KEY (altmed_num)
REFERENCES medicine (med_num) ON DELETE CASCADE,
CONSTRAINT ALTMED_TREATMENT_FK_TO_TREATMENT FOREIGN KEY (treatment_num)

REFERENCES treatment (treatment_num) ON DELETE CASCADE

CREATE TABLE medicine_group

med_group_num SERIAL NOT NULL,
group_name VARCHAR(100) NOT NULL,
comments TEXT,

CONSTRAINT MEDICINEGROUP_PK PRIMARY KEY (med_group_num)

) ;

CREATE TABLE operation
operation_num SERIAL NOT NULL,
description TEXT NOT NULL,

CONSTRAINT OPERATION_PK PRIMARY KEY (operation_num)
) ;

CREATE TABLE operation_staff
id	 SERIAL NOT NULL,
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operation_num BIGINT NOT NULL,

staff_id BIGINT NOT NULL,

comments TEXT,

CONSTRAINT OPERATIONSTAFF_PK PRIMARY KEY (id),

CONSTRAINT OPERATIONSTAFF_FK_TO_OPERATION FOREIGN KEY (operation_num)
REFERENCES operation (operation_num) ON DELETE CASCADE,

CONSTRAINT OPERATIONSTAFF_FK_TO_STAFF FOREIGN KEY (staff_id)
REFERENCES staff (staff_id) ON DELETE CASCADE

) ;

CREATE TABLE operation_treatment

id	 SERIAL NOT NULL,

operation_num BIGINT NOT NULL,
treatment_num BIGINT NOT NULL,

comments TEXT,

CONSTRAINT OPERATIONTREATMENT_PK PRIMARY KEY (id),

CONSTRAINT OPERATIONTREATMENT_FK_TO_OPERATION FOREIGN KEY (operation_num)

REFERENCES operation (operation_num) ON DELETE CASCADE,
CONSTRAINT OPERATIONTREATMENT_FK_TO_TREATMENT FOREIGN KEY (treatment_num)
REFERENCES treatment (treatment_num) ON DELETE CASCADE

) ;
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B Data schemas
The purpose of this project was to test different database query optimisation techniques
on MySQL and PostgreSQL. To do this large amount of data was needed. The DADA
Engine was used to create several thousand insert statements that contained "random"
data that would be human readable.

B.1 DADA Engine scripts
B.1.1 alt_medicine.pb

target: Xrepeat(alt_medicine-insert, 1000);

alt_medicine-insert:
"INSERT INTO alt_medicine (altmed_name, cem_name, comments, med_group_num)

VALUES ('"alt_med"', 'no chem name', "C" 'This is a alternative type of

medicine.. 	 "I" null "7", '" {=1..100} "' );\n\n";

alt_med: med1 I med2 I med2 I med2;

medl: "Acupuncture" I "Acupressure" I "Korean hand acupuncture"

I "Medical acupuncture" I "Meridian therapy" I "Sonopuncture"

I "Alexander Technique" I "Ayurveda" I "Homeopathy" I "Naturopathy medicine"

I "Osteopathy" I "Traditional Chinese medicine" I "Applied kinesiology"

I "Apitherapy" I "Aromatherapy" I "Astrology" I "Auriculotherapy"

I "Back Flower Therapy" I "Bates method" I "Chinese food therapy" I "Fasting"

I "Herbal therapy" I "Macrobiotic lifestyle" I "Macromedia therapy"

I "Natural health" I "Natural therapy" I "Dietary supplements" I "Exercise"

I "Sex before lunch" I "Sex after lunch" I "Sex on the roof of a tall building"

I "Sex in the basement" I "Naturopathy" I "Orthomolecular medicine"

I "Urine therapy" I "Bowen Technique" I "Chiropractor medicine"

I "Craniosacral Therapy" I "Rolfing" I "Chelation therapy"

I "Chinese pulse therapy" I "Chromotherapy" I "Coin rubbing" I "Color Therapy"

I "Colonies" I "Crystal healing" I "Cupping" I "Culling" I "Dermovision"

I "Ear candling" I "Energy diagnosis" I "Magnet therapy" I "Reiki" I "Oigong"

I "Shiatsu" I "Therapeutic touch"

I "Weed" I "Pot" I "Cannabis" I "Faith healing" I "Flower essence therapy"

I "Feldenkrais method" I "Gua Sha" I "Hair analysis" I "Isopathy";

med2:
prefix suffix;

prefix:
"Acu" I "Asian foot" I "German head" I "Norwegian finger" I "Home" I "Natur"

I "Sono" I "Bob Geldof" I "Oste" I "Hoste" I "Melke" I "Api" I "Gates"

I "Sex" I "Crani" I "Owen" I "Urine" I "Chromo" I "Chinese feet"

I "Japanese toe nail" I "Hair" I "Flower" I "Iso";

suffix:
"puncture" I "pressure" I " therapy"I "therapy" I " Technique"

I "opathy" I " medicine" I " method" I " analysis" I " examination";

B.1.2 altmed_treatment.pb

target: %repeat(altmed_treatment-insert, 5000);

altmed_treatment-insert:
"INSERT INTO altmed_treatment (altmed_num, treatment_num, comments)
VALUES ("{=1-1000}", "{=1..60000}", null);\n\n";

B.1.3 consultation.pb

target: %repeat(consultation-insert, 10000);

consultation-insert:
"INSERT INTO consultation (consult_date, comments, rec_treatment,

next_consult_date, patient_num)
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VALUES ('"date"', '"comments"', '"treatment"', "[" '"next_date"'

"I" null "I" null "I" null "]", "{=1..6000}");\n\n";

date:
{=1990..2004} "-" {=1..12} "-" {=1..28};

next_date:
{=2004..2005} "-" {=1..12} "-" {=1..28};

comments:
person " has had " frequency " " problem " for the last " time

" cause " " comm;

person:

"Patient" I "Person" I "The client" I "The injured" I "The patient"

I "Our patient" I "The person" I "Our client" I "Client";

frequency:
"continously" I "intensely" I "infrequent" I "frequently" I

"reoccouring" I "never ending" 1 "non-stopping" I "increasing";

problem:

"painfully headaches" I "vomiting" I "vomiting blood"

"coughing blood" I "abdominal pain" I "headaches" I "stumac aches"

"hearing loss" I "reduced hearing" I "tinitus" I "loss of hearing"

"reduced eyesight" I "tooth-aches" I "painful wisdom-tooth"

"red-bloody urine" I "chest pain" I "heart-chest pain"

"painfully sore feet" I "painfully sore hands" I "painfully sore arms"

I "painfully sore neck" I "painfully sore back"

"reduced walking capabilities" I "urination" I "diarrhea"

"diarrhea with blood" I "bloody urin" I "painfully urination";

time:

"day" I "two days" I "three days" I "four days" I "five days" I "six days"

I "couple of days" I "week" I "week and some days" I "week and a half"

1 "two weeks" I "three weeks" I "month" I "month and a half" I "month or so"

I "two months" I "three months" I "four months" I "five months"

I "half year" I "half year or so" I "year" I "last couple of years";

cause:
"possibly tumor." I "could be cancer." I "possibly agressive infection."

"tumor??" I "cancer??" 1 "could be arthritis."

"not sure what the cause of the problem is." I "possible food poisoning."

"patient has food poisoning." I "patient has tumor." I "patient has cancer."

"patient has arthritis." I "patient is developing arthritis."

"possibly kidney failure." I "reduced liver function." I "normal cold."

"it is just caused by influensa." I "starvation" I "lack of fluids."

"lead poisoning." I "anthrax poisoning." I "patient is fine."

"inflamed intestin." 1 "inflamed colon.";

comm:
"Further investigation needed." I "Further investigation not needed."

"Patient is fine, will recover in few

I " " I "Patient should be placed in ward for further supervision." I "No cure."

I "Patient will contact specialist for further control/checkup."

I "Unsure about cause, further investigation required."

I "Patient will be fine within few days.";

treatment:
"Xray and ct-scan booked." I "Xray booked." I "Ct-scan booked."

I "Ct-scan and xray booked, regular scans to check for changes necessary."

I "Booked appointment with specialist." I "No treatment available.";

B.1.4 ctscan.pb

target: Xrepeat(xray-insert, 2000);

xray-insert:

"INSERT INTO ctscan (date_captured, ctscan_image, comments, consult_num)

VALUES ("date"',	 "[" 'Ct-scan taken without problems.' "I" null

"]", "{=1..40000}");\n\n";
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date: 1=1990..20041 "-" 1=1..121 "-" 1=1..281;

B.1.5 med_treatment.pb
target: %repeat(med_treatment-insert, 5000);

med treatment-insert:
"INSERT INTO med_treatment (med_num, treatment_num, comments)

VALUES ("{=1,.2000}", "1=1..60000Y, null);\n\n";

B.1.6 medicine.pb
target: %repeat(medicine-insert, 2000);

medicine-insert:
"INSERT INTO medicine (med_name, cem_name, comments, med_group_num)
VALUES ('"drug-name"', '"chem-name"', "[" 'These are some comments...'

"1" null "]", '" 1=1..100} "' );\n\n";

#include "templates/drug/drug.pb"

B.1.7 medicine_group.pb
target: Xrepeat(medicine_group-insert, 100);

medicine_group-insert:
"INSERT INTO medicine_group (group_name, comments)
VALUES ('"group-name" drug', "[" 'This is a medicine group.. "chem-name"' "I"

'Combination of "chem-name"-"chem-name"-"chem-name"-"chem-name"' "1" null "]");

\n\n";

group-name: drug-type I drug-type " and " drug-type;

#include "../templates/drug/drug.pb"
#include "../templates/chem.pb"

B.1.8 office.pb
target: %repeat(office-insert, 450);

office-insert:
"INSERT INTO office (corridor, floor, building, phone, fax, comments)
VALUES ('" corridor "', '" floor "', '" building "', " 1=88880000..888899991 ",

"[" "1=88890000..888999991" "I" null "]", '" comments "');\n\n";

corridor:
"Eastern Corridor" I "Western Corridor" I "Southern Corridor" I

"Northern Corridor" I "null" I "null" I "null";

floor:
"Basement" I "Ground Floor" I "First Floor" I "Second Floor" I "Third Floor"

I "Fourth Floor" I "Fifth Floor" I "Sixth Floor" I "Seventh Floor";

building:
"Valhall" I "Midgard" I "Asgard" I "Yggdrasil" I "null";

comments: "Just a comment" I "What is the meaning of life??"

I "This office sucks, it is impossible to shut the windows...

and the computer doesnt like getting snow on it!!!" 1 "Great office.."

I "Way too cold.. where is the heater!?"

1 "The termostat doesnt work, it is EXTREMELY warm in this office!"

1 "Has anyone seen the phone for this office??" 1 "Where is our fax machine?"

I "Need new heater." I "Room available."

1 "This room has two extra phone lines: "1=88800000..8880099991"

and "1=88800000..8880099991"." I "null" I "null" I "null" I "null" I "null"

I "null" I "null" 1 "null" I "null" I "null";
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B.1.9 operation.pb

target: %repeat(operation-insert, 1000);

operation-insert:
"INSERT INTO operation (op_name, description)
VALUES ('" operation-name "', 'This is a type of operation.');\n\n";

operation-name: prefix suffix;

prefix:

"Abdomin" I "Appendi" I "Angio" I "Arthel "Bi" I "Chole" I "Cord"

I "Clitori" I "Encephal" I "Nepal" I "Hyster" I "Lapar" I "Lobo"

I "Mammo" I "Masto" I "Nephro" I "Nephrec" I "Oophor" I "Orchid"

I "Pen" I "Vas" I "Thoraco" I "Thyroi" I "Tonsil" I "Tracheo"

I "Tracheos" I "Radio";

suffix:
"dectomy" I "desis" I "ectomy" I "oid" I "opsy" I "tomy"

I "plasty" I "sect" I "sectomy" I "scopy" I "tripsy"

I "lectomy";

B.1.10 operation_staff.pb

target: ,repeat(operation_staff-insert, 2000);

operation_staff-insert:
"INSERT INTO operation_staff (operation_num, staff_id, comments)

VALUES ("{=1..1000}", "{=1..300}", null);\n\n";

B.1.11 operation_treatment.pb

target: Yorepeat(operation_treatment-insert, 5000);

operation_treatment-insert:
"INSERT INTO operation_treatment (operation_num, treatment_num, comments)
VALUES ("{=1..1000}", "{=1..60000}", null);\n\n";

B.1.12 patient.pb

target: Xrepeat(patient-insert, 50);

patient-insert:
"INSERT INTO patient (firstname, middlename, surname, date_of_birth,

address, city, phone, cellphone, email, photo)
VALUES ('" firstname "', " [ "'" firstname "'" I "null" ] ", '" surname

'" date "', '" {=1..500} " " street-generic " " street-type

'" city-generic "', " {=1000000..9999999} ", " {=1000000..9999999} ",

'" email "', null);\n\n";

firstname:
name-human-female-en I name-human-male-en;

surname:
name-human-sur-en;

email:

letter-lowercase+ "@" domain;

domain:

"hotmail.com" I "gmail.com" I "qmail.com" I "pmail.com"

I "yahoo.com" I "ihug.co.nz" I "xtra.co.nz"

date:

{=1910..1999} "-" month "-" day;

month:
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{=1..1 2 }

day:

-1=1..281;

#include "templates/name/name-human-female-en.pb"
#include "templates/name/name-human-male-en.pb"

#include "templates/name/name-human-sur-en.pb"
#include "templates/address/city-generic.pb"
#include "templates/address/street-generic.pb"
#include "templates/address/street-type.pb"

#include "templates/alphabet/letter-lowercase.pb"

B.1.13 staff.pb

target: %repeat(staff-insert, 50);

staff-insert:
"INSERT INTO staff (firstname, middlename, surname, date_of_birth,

address, city, phone, cellphone, email, photo, office_num, emp_date,
end_date, stafftype_id)

VALUES ('" firstname "', "1" '"firstname"' "I" null "]", '" surname
'" date "', '" { = 1..500} " " street-generic " " street-type
'" city-generic "', " -1=1000000..99999991 ", " {=1000000..99999991
'" email "', ", '" {=1..9991 "', '" emp_date "', "[" '" end_date "' "I" null
"I" null "I" null "I" null "I" null	 "I" null "1", " -1 =1..231 " );\n\n";

firstname:
name-human-female-en I name-human-male-en;

surname:
name-human-sur-en;

email:
letter-lowercase+ "OmedServices.com";

date:

{=1940..19701 "-" month "-" day;

emp_date:
-1=1980..19991 "-" month "-" day;

end_date:
-1=2000..20041 "-" month "-" day;

month:

{=1..121 ;

day:

{=1..281;

#include "templates/name/name-human-female-en.pb"

#include "templates/name/name-human-male-en.pb"
#include "templates/name/name-human-sur-en.pb"
#include "templates/address/city-generic.pb"

#include "templates/address/street-generic.pb"
#include "templates/address/street-type.pb"

*include "templates/alphabet/letter-lowercase.pb"

B.1.14 staff_consult.pb

target: %repeat(staff_consult-insert, 10000);

staff_consult-insert:
"INSERT INTO staff_consult (consult_num, staff_id, comments)
VALUES ("{=1..40000}", "{=1..300}", null);\n\n";
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B.1.15 staff_type.pb

target: Yorepeat(staff_type-insert, 30);

staff_type-insert:
"INSERT INTO staff_type (type_name, type_desc)

VALUES ("C" '"field" specialist' "I" '"doctor"' "I" 'nurse' "I" 'administration'

"I" 'cleaning crew' "1", '" description "');\n\n";

field: "Foot" I "Leg" I "Arm" I "Hand" I "Nose" I "Mouth" I "Ear" I "Head"

1 "Neck" I "Back" I "Eye" I "Brain" I "Intestin" I "Stumack"

I "Reproductive Organ" 1 "Teeth" I "Chest" I "Heart" I "Kidney" 1 "Liver"

I "Spline" I "Lung";

doctor: "Psycologist" 1 "Dentist" I "General Practise" I "Chemist"

I "Ciropractor";

description: "This is one description" 1 "This is another description";

B.1.16 treatment.pb

target: %repeat(treatment-insert, 10000);

treatment-insert:
"INSERT INTO treatment (treatment_date, days_duration, description, consult_num)
VALUES (''date"', "{=1..360}", '"desc"', "{=1..40000}");\n\n";

date:
{=1990..2004} "-" {=1..12} "-" {=1..26};

desc:
"Two pills when you wake up, one pill before lunch, one pill before dinner

and two pills before you go to bed."
I "1 pill every day." I "1 pill every 6 hours, every day for the duration."

I "Follow description on box."

1 "You should inhale the medicine every day, 10 ml every day."

1 "3 pills every morning";

B.1.17 xray.pb

target: 7.repeat(xray-insert, 10000);

xray-insert:
"INSERT INTO xray (date_captured, xray_image, comments, consult_num)
VALUES ('"date"', ", "[" 'X-ray taken without problems.' "1" null "]",

"{=1..40000}");\n\n";

date:
{=1990..2004} "-" {=1..12} "-" {=1..28};
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C BLOB sdie as
C.1 Update Staff
UPDATE patient
SET photo = '
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
bbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbb
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
dddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddd

eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee
ffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffff
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
bbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbb
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
dddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddd
eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee
ffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffff

C.2 Update Patient
UPDATE patient
SET photo = '
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
bbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbb
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
dddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddd

eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee
ffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffff
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
bbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbb
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
dddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddd
eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee
ffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffff

C.3 Update Xray
UPDATE xray
SET xray_image = '
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
bbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbb
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
dddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddd

eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee
ffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffff
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
bbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbb
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
dddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddd
eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee
ffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffff
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C®4 Update Ct-scan

UPDATE ctscan

SET ctscan_image = '

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

bbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbb
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
dddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddd

eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee

ffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffff
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

bbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbb
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
dddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddd
eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee

fffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffff
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D Database indexes
D.1 Index schemas
CREATE INDEX treatment_consultnum_btree_index
ON treatment USING BTREE (consult_num);

CREATE INDEX patient_name_btree_index

ON patient USING BTREE (firstname, surname);

CREATE INDEX staff_consult_consultnum_hash_index
ON staff_consult USING HASH (consult_num);

CREATE INDEX consultation_date_hash_index
ON consultation USING HASH (consult_date);

CREATE INDEX consultation_patientnum_btree_index
ON consultation USING BTREE (patient_num);

CREATE INDEX operation_treatment_operationnum_btree_index
ON operation_treatment USING BTREE (operation_num);

CREATE INDEX operation_treatment_treatmentnum_btree_index
ON operation_treatment USING BTREE (treatment_num);

CREATE INDEX patient_dateofbirth_hash_index
ON patient USING HASH (date_of_birth);

CREATE INDEX med_treatment_mednum_hash_index

ON med_treatment USING HASH (med_num);

CREATE INDEX xray_cosultnum_btree_index
ON xray USING BTREE (consult_num);

CREATE INDEX ctscan_cosultnum_btree_index
ON ctscan USING BTREE (consult_num);

CREATE INDEX med_treatment_treatmentnum_hash_index

ON med_treatment USING HASH (treatment_num);

CREATE INDEX altmed_treatment_treatmentnum_hash_index
ON altmed_treatment USING HASH (treatment_num);

CREATE INDEX operation_treatment_treatmentnum_hash_index
ON operation_treatment USING HASH (treatment_num);

D.2 Result when running schema
D.2.1 In MySQL

mysql> CREATE INDEX treatment_consultnum_btree_index USING BTREE

-> ON treatment (consult_num);
Query OK, 60000 rows affected (2.09 sec)
Records: 60000 Duplicates: 0 Warnings: 0

mysql> CREATE INDEX patient_name_hash_index USING HASH
-> ON patient (firstname, surname);

Query OK, 7650 rows affected (49.53 sec)
Records: 7650 Duplicates: 0 Warnings: 0

mysql> CREATE INDEX staff_consult_consultnum_hash_index USING HASH
-> ON staff_consult (consult_num);

Query OK, 50000 rows affected (2.06 sec)
Records: 50000 Duplicates: 0 Warnings: 0

mysql> CREATE INDEX consultation_date_hash_index USING HASH

-> ON consultation (consult_date);
Query OK, 40000 rows affected (2.26 sec)
Records: 40000 Duplicates: 0 Warnings: 0
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mysql>
mysql> CREATE INDEX consultation_patientnum_btree_index USING BTREE

-> ON consultation (patient_num);

Query OK, 40000 rows affected (2.14 sec)
Records: 40000 Duplicates: 0 Warnings: 0

mysql> CREATE INDEX operation_treatment_operationnum_btree_index USING BTREE

-> ON operation_treatment (operation_num);
Query OK, 20000 rows affected (0.93 sec)
Records: 20000 Duplicates: 0 Warnings: 0

mysql> CREATE INDEX operation_treatment_treatmentnum_btree_index USING BTREE
-> ON operation_treatment (treatment_num);

Query OK, 20000 rows affected (0.85 sec)
Records: 20000 Duplicates: 0 Warnings: 0

mysql> CREATE INDEX patient_dateofbirth_hash_index USING HASH

-> ON patient (date_of_birth);
Query OK, 7650 rows affected (28.37 sec)
Records: 7650 Duplicates: 0 Warnings: 0

mysql> CREATE INDEX med_treatment_mednum_hash_index USING HASH
-> ON med_treatment (med_num);

Query OK, 30000 rows affected (1.29 sec)

Records: 30000 Duplicates: 0 Warnings: 0

mysql> CREATE INDEX xray_cosultnum_btree_index USING BTREE

-> ON xray (consult_num);
Query OK, 10000 rows affected (37.43 sec)
Records: 10000 Duplicates: 0 Warnings: 0

mysql> CREATE INDEX ctscan_cosultnum_btree_index USING BTREE

-> ON ctscan (consult_num);
Query OK, 2000 rows affected (2.78 sec)
Records: 2000 Duplicates: 0 Warnings: 0

mysql> CREATE INDEX med_treatment_treatmentnum_hash_index USING HASH

-> ON med_treatment (treatment_num);
Query OK, 30000 rows affected (1.29 sec)
Records: 30000 Duplicates: 0 Warnings: 0

mysql> CREATE INDEX altmed_treatment_treatmentnum_hash_index USING HASH

-> ON altmed_treatment (treatment_num);
Query OK, 10000 rows affected (0.47 sec)
Records: 10000 Duplicates: 0 Warnings: 0

mysql> CREATE INDEX operation_treatment_treatmentnum_hash_index USING HASH

-> ON operation_treatment (treatment_num);

Query OK, 20000 rows affected (1.07 sec)
Records: 20000 Duplicates: 0 Warnings: 0

D.2.2 In PostgreSQL

CREATE INDEX patient_name_hash_index

medDB-# ON patient USING HASH (firstname, surname);
ERROR: access method "hash" does not support multicolumn indexes

medDB=# CREATE INDEX patient_name_hash_index
medDB-# ON patient USING BTREE (firstname, surname);
CREATE INDEX
medDB=# CREATE INDEX staff_consult_consultnum_hash_index
medDB-# ON staff_consult USING HASH (consult_num);

CREATE INDEX
medDB=# CREATE INDEX consultation_date_hash_index
medDB-# ON consultation USING HASH (consult_date);
CREATE INDEX

medDB=# CREATE INDEX consultation_patientnum_btree_index
medDB-# ON consultation USING BTREE (patient_num);
CREATE INDEX

medDB=# CREATE INDEX operation_treatment_operationnum_btree_index
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medDB-# ON operation_treatment USING BTREE (operation_num);
CREATE INDEX

medDB=# CREATE INDEX operation_treatment_treatmentnum_btree_index
medDB-# ON operation_treatment USING BTREE (treatment_num);
CREATE INDEX

medDB=# CREATE INDEX patient_dateofbirth_hash_index
medDB-# ON patient USING HASH (date_of_birth);
CREATE INDEX

medDB=# CREATE INDEX med_treatment_mednum_hash_index
medDB-# ON med_treatment USING HASH (med_num);
CREATE INDEX

medDB=# CREATE INDEX xray_cosultnum_btree_index
medDB-# ON xray USING BTREE (consult_num);
CREATE INDEX

medDB=# CREATE INDEX ctscan_cosultnum_btree_index
medDB-# ON ctscan USING BTREE (consult_num);
CREATE INDEX

medDB=# CREATE INDEX med_treatment_treatmentnum_hash_index
medDB-# ON med_treatment USING HASH (treatment_num);
CREATE INDEX

medDB=# CREATE INDEX altmed_treatment_treatmentnum_hash_index
medDB-# ON altmed_treatment USING HASH (treatment_num);
CREATE INDEX

medDB=# CREATE INDEX operation_treatment_treatmentnum_hash_index
medDB-# ON operation_treatment USING HASH (treatment_num);
CREATE INDEX
medDB=# CREATE INDEX treatment_consultnum_btree_index

medDB-# ON treatment USING BTREE (consult_num);
ERROR: relation "treatment_consultnum_btree_index" already exists
medDB=#
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E Denormalisation schema

E.1 Denormalised Table schema
E.1.1 MySQL version

CREATE TABLE consultation_treatment
ct_num	 INT(12) NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT,

consult_num	 INT(12) NOT NULL,
consult_date	 DATE	 NOT NULL,

comments	 TEXT	 NOT NULL,

rec_treatment	 TEXT	 NOT NULL,

next_consult_date	 DATE,
patient_num	 INT(8) NOT NULL,
treatment_num	 INT(12),

treatment_date	 DATE,
days_duration	 INT(3),
description	 TEXT,

CONSTRAINT CONSULT_TREATMENT_PK PRIMARY KEY (ct_num),

CONSTRAINT CONSULT_TREATMENT_FK_TO_PATIENT FOREIGN KEY (patient_num)

REFERENCES patient (patient_num)

) ;

E.1.2 PostgreSQL version

CREATE TABLE consultation_treatment

ct_num	 SERIAL NOT NULL,
consult_num	 BIGINT NOT NULL,

consult_date	 DATE	 NOT NULL,
comments	 TEXT	 NOT NULL,
rec_treatment	 TEXT	 NOT NULL,

next_consult_date	 DATE,

patient_num	 BIGINT NOT NULL,
treatment_num	 BIGINT,
treatment_date	 DATE,
days_duration	 INT,
description	 TEXT,

CONSTRAINT CONSULT_TREATMENT_PK PRIMARY KEY (ct_num),

CONSTRAINT CONSULT_TREATMENT_FK_TO_PATIENT FOREIGN KEY (patient_num)
REFERENCES patient (patient_num)

);

E.2 Denormalised Insert query

INSERT INTO consultation_treatment (consult_num, consult_date, comments,
rec_treatment, next_consult_date, patient_num, treatment_num, treatment_date,
days_duration, description)

SELECT c.consult_num, c.consult_date, c. comments, c.rec_treatment, c.next_consult_date,
c.patient_num, t.treatment_num, t.treatment_date, t.days_duration, t.description
FROM consultation c
LEFT OUTER JOIN treatment t USING (consult_num);
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Ii	 Test queries

F.1 Treatment 01
SELECT c.consult_date, c.patient_num, t.treatment_date, t.days_duration
FROM consultation c

LEFT OUTER JOIN treatment t USING (consult_num);

F.2 Treatment 01 for denormalised table
SELECT consult_date, patient_num, treatment_date, days_duration
FROM consultation_treatment;

F.3 Treatment 02
SELECT *
FROM patient
WHERE firstname LIKE 'B%'

AND surname LIKE 'H'/,';

F.4 Treatment 03
SELECT *

FROM consultation
LEFT OUTER JOIN staff_consult USING (consult_num);

F.5 Treatment 04
SELECT *
FROM consultation
WHERE consult_date > '2002-01-01';

F.6 Treatment 05
SELECT p.patient_num, p.surname, p.firstname, o.op_name
FROM patient p
INNER JOIN consultation c USING (patient_num)

INNER JOIN treatment t USING (consult_num)
INNER JOIN operation_treatment ot USING (treatment_num)
INNER JOIN operation o USING (operation_num)

WHERE p.patient_num = 1234;

F.7 Treatment 06
SELECT *
FROM patient
WHERE date_of_birth BETWEEN '1990-01-01' AND '2004-12-31';

F.8 Treatment 07
SELECT m.med_name, m.cem_name, COUNT(mt.treatment_num)
FROM medicine m

INNER JOIN med_treatment mt USING (med_num)
GROUP BY m.med_name, m.cem_name;
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F.9 Treatment 08
SELECT *
FROM consultation
LEFT OUTER JOIN xray USING (consult_num)

LEFT OUTER JOIN ctscan USING (consult_num)
WHERE consultation.patient_num = 1234;

F.10 Treatment 09
SELECT *

FROM patient
LEFT OUTER JOIN consultation USING (patient_num)
WHERE patient.patient_num = 1234;

F.11 Treatment 10
SELECT *
FROM consultation c
INNER JOIN treatment USING (consult_num)
WHERE c.patient_num = 1234;

F.12 Treatment 11
SELECT *
FROM treatment
LEFT OUTER JOIN med_treatment USING (treatment_num)

LEFT OUTER JOIN altmed_treatment USING (treatment_num)
LEFT OUTER JOIN operation_treatment USING (treatment_num);
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G Shell Scripts
G.1 MySQL version
#!/bin/bash

LIMIT=100

for ((i=1; i < LIMIT; i++))
do

/usr/bin/time -f %e mysql medDB < treatment01.sql -u ofredstie 2>>
treatmentOl_result.txt;
done

for ((i=1; a < LIMIT; i++))

do

/usr/bin/time -f %e mysql medDB < treatment02.sql -u ofredstie 2>>
treatment02_result.txt;
done

for ((i=1; i < LIMIT; i++))
do

/usr/bin/time -f %e mysql medDB < treatment03.sql -u ofredstie 2>>
treatment03_result.txt;
done

for ((i=1; i < LIMIT; i++))

do

/usr/bin/time -f %e mysql medDB < treatment04.sql -u ofredstie 2>>
treatment04_result.txt;
done

for ((i=1; i < LIMIT; i++))
do

/usr/bin/time -f %e mysql medDB < treatment05.sql -u ofredstie 2>>
treatment05_result.txt;
done

for ((i=1; i < LIMIT; 1++))

do

/usr/bin/time -f %e mysql medDB < treatment06.sql -u ofredstie 2>>
treatment06_result.txt;
done

for ((i=1; i < LIMIT; i++))

do
/usr/bin/time -f *he mysql medDB < treatment07.sql -u ofredstie 2>>
treatment07_result.txt;
done

for ((i=1; i < LIMIT; i++))
do

/usr/bin/time -f %e mysql medDB < treatment08.sql -u ofredstie 2>>
treatment08_result.txt;
done

for ((i=1; i < LIMIT; i++))

do

/usr/bin/time -f %e mysql medDB < treatment09.sql -u ofredstie 2>>
treatment09_result.txt;
done

for ((i=1; i < LIMIT; i++))
do

/usr/bin/time -f %e mysql medDB < treatment10.sql -u ofredstie 2>>
treatment10_result.txt;
done
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for ((i=1; I < LIMIT; i++))
do
/usr/bin/time -f %e mysql medDB < treatmentll.sql -u ofredstie 2>>

treatmentll_result.txt;
done

echo; echo

G.2 PostgreSQL version
#!/bin/bash

LIMIT=100

for ((i=0; i<LIMIT; i++))
do
/usr/bin/time -f %e psql -U ofredstie -f treatment01.sql medDB 2>>
treatmentOl_result.txt;
done

for ((i=0; i<LIMIT; i++))
do
/usr/bin/time -f %e psql -U ofredstie -f treatment02.sql medDB 2>>
treatment02_result.txt;
done

for ((i=0; i<LIMIT; i++))
do
/usr/bin/time -f %e psql -U ofredstie -f treatment03.sql medDB 2>>
treatment03_result.txt;

done

for ((i=0; i<LIMIT; i++))
do

/usr/bin/time -f %e psql -U ofredstie -f treatment04.sql medDB 2>>
treatment04_result.txt;
done

for ((i=0; i<LIMIT; i++))
do

/usr/bin/time -f %e psql -U ofredstie -f treatment05.sql medDB 2>>
treatment05_result.txt;

done

for ((i=0; i<LIMIT; i++))
do
/usr/bin/time -f %e psql -U ofredstie -f treatment06.sql medDB 2>>
treatment06_result.txt;

done

for ((i=0; i<LIMIT; i++))
do
/usr/bin/time -f %e psql -U ofredstie -f treatment07.sql medDB 2>>
treatment07_result.txt;
done

for ((i=0; i<LIMIT; i++))
do
/usr/bin/time -f %e psql -U ofredstie -f treatment08.sql medDB 2>>
treatment08esult.txt;
done

for ((i=0; i<LIMIT; i++))
do

/usr/bin/time -f %e psql -U ofredstie -f treatment09.sql medDB 2>>
treatment09_result.txt;
done
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for ((i=0; i(LIMIT; i++))

do
/usr/bin/time -f Xe psql -U ofredstie -f treatment10.sql medDB 2>>

treatment10_result.txt;

done

for ((i=0; i<LIMIT; i++))

do
/usr/bin/time -f Yoe psql -U ofredstie -f treatmentll.sql medDB 2>>

treatmentll_result.txt;

done

echo; echo
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H Data analysis
H.1 Overall independent-samples t test
H.1.1 Before optimisation

Group Statistics

Std. Error
Database N Mean Std. Deviation Mean

time	 mysql 1100 50.9393 73.30932 2.21036

postgresql 1100 11.8388 14.30048 .43118

Independent Samples Test

Levene's Test for
Equality of Variances t-te5t for Equality of Means

95% Confidence
Interval of the

Mean Std. Error Difference

F Sig. t df Sig. C2-tailed) Difference Difference Lower Upper
time	 Equal variances

assumed 1436.695 .000 17.262 2108 .000 39.10052 2.25202 34.68421 43.51683

Equal variances
not assumed 17.362 1182.518 MO 39.10052 2.25202 34.68211 43.51892

H.1.2 After optimisation

Group Statistics

Std. Error
Database N Mean Std. Deviation Mean

time	 rnysql 1100 46.1714 66.60217 1.97798

postgresql 1100 15.6452 20.75525 .62579

Independent Samples Test

Levene's Test for
Equality of Variances ttest for Equality of Means

5% Confidence
Interval of the

Mean Std. En-or Difference

F Sig. t df Sin. (2-tailed) Difference Difference Lower Upper
time	 Equal variances

assun-ied 861.344 .000 14.232 2198 .000 29.62622 2.07461 25.45781 33.59463

Equal variances
not assumed 14.232 1316.030 .000 29.52622 2.07461 25.45631 33.59613

H.2 Treatment 1 independent-samples t test
H.2.1 Before optimisation

Gi oti Statistics

IIIIMIII/MI ',Id. Deviation
Std. Error

Mean
t ime	 rnysql 100 36.8153 3.18368 .31837

postgresql 100 4.2420 . 3 43 .01314
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Levene's Test for
Equality of '....briances t-test for Equality of Moans

me	 Equal variances
assumed
Equal variances
not assumed

113.293

F Sig.

.000

99.337

df 

198

Si . (2-tailed)

955 Confidence
Interval of the

01ff erenoe
Upperewer 

.94504 33.20266

31.94208 33.20652

102.229

102.229

.000

.000

Mean
Difference

32.57430

32.57430

Std. Eror
Difference

.31854

.31864

Independent Samples Test

H.2.2 After optimisation

oup Statistics

Std. Error
Database N Mean Std. Deviation Mean

time	 mysql 100 35.3310 317245 .31725
posigresql 100 2.7778 .09390 .00939

Independent Samples Test

Lewenes Test for
Equality of \,triances -test forEquality of Moans

95°	 Confidence
Interval of the

Mean Std. Error Difference
F Sig. t df Sic. (2-tailed) Difference Difference Lower Upper

time	 Equal variances
assumed 144.698 .00D 102.567 108 .000 32.55320 .31738 1.92731 33.170L19

Equal variances
not assumed 102.567 99.173 .00 32.55320 .31738 31.92346 33.18294

H.3 Treatment 2 independent-samples t test
H.3.1 Before optimisation

Group Statistics

Std. Error
Database N Mean Std. Deviation Mean

time	 rnysql 100 6.6933 1.27656 .12766
postgresql 100 4.1573 .29157 .02916

Independent Samples Test

Levene's Test for
Equality of %.eariances t-test fo	 Equality of tvleans

96% Confidence
Interval of the

Mean Std. Error Difference
F Sig. t df Sig. (2-tailed) Difference Difference Lower Upper

time	 Equal variances
assumed .095 .759 34.641 198 .0E10 4.53600 .13094 4.27778 4.79422

Equal variances
not assumed 34.641 109.302 .000 4.53600 .13094 4.27648 4.79552 

H.3.2 After optimisation

Group Statistics

St. ci. Error
Database N Mean Std. Deviation Mean

time	 mysql 100 6.8162 .35367 .03539
postgresql 100 4.4040 .27360 .02736
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Levene's Tent for
Equally of Variances t-test for Equality of Means

F Sig. df Sig. (2-tailed)
Mean

Difference

95% Confidence
Interval of the

Std. Error 	 Difference 
Difference	 Lower	 Upper

time	 Equal variances
assumed
Equal variances
not assumed

51.072 .000 1138,099

168.098

198

99.030

.000

.000

211.79950

211.79950

1.25997 209.31481	 214.28419

1.25997 209.29945 214.29955

Independent Samples Tent

Lemenes Test for
Equality of \,briances -test for Equality of Is leans

9 .5% Confidence
Interval of the

bean Std. Error Difference
F Sig. t df Sig. (2-tailed) Difference Difference Lower Llpper

time	 Equal variances
assumed 2.179 .076 53.92 198 .000 2.41220 .04473 2.32399 2.50041

Equal variances
not assumed 53.928 186.200 .000 2.41320 .04473 2.22396 2.50044

H.4 Treatment 3 independent-samples t test
H.4.1 Before optimisation

Group Statistics

Std. Er ror
IIIIIMIIIINM Std. Deviation Mean
time	 mysql 100 218.6628 1 2.59878 1.25988

postgresql 100 6.8633 .15567 .01557

Independent Samples Test

H.4.2 After optimisation

Group StatiT.tic:s

Database Mean Std. Deviation
Std. Bror

rasoari
time	 mysql

postgresql
100
100

200.9414
6.9460

3.52724
.16386

.35272

.01630

Independent Samples Test

Levene's Test for
Equality of %.6riances t-test for Equality of 16tnn

95% Confidence
Interval of the

Maan Std. Error Difference
F Sig. 8 df Siq. (2-tailed) Difference Difference Lower Upper

time	 Equal If a dance
assumed 127.700 .000 549.309 198 .000 193.90540 .35310 3.20907 4.69173

Equal variances
not assumed 549.309 90.427 .000 193.99540 .35310 3.29480 94.60600 

H.5 Treatment 4 independent-samples t test
H.5.1 Before optimisation

Grout Statistics

Std. Error
Database N Mean Std. Deviation Mean

time	 mysql 100 26.1299 '1.66548 .16655
postgresql 100 .6656 .01526 .00'153
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Independent Samples Test

Levene's Test for
Equality of Variances -test forEquality of Moans

5	 Confidence
Interval of the

Mean Std. Error Difference

F Sig, t df Sig. (2-tailed) Difference Difference Lower Upper
t ime	 EqUrefla0000-

assumed 59.494 .000 152.768 108 .000 25.44430 .16656 25.11585 25.77275

Equal variances
not assumed 152.76 99.017 .000 25.44430 .16656 25.11382 25.77473

H.5.2 After optimisation

Group atatisti es

Std. Error
Database N Mean std. Deviation Mean

time	 mysql 100 23.6255 .47602 .04760
postgresql 100 .7379 .04973 .00497

Independent Samples Test

Levene's Test for
Equality of Variances -test forEquality of Means

Confidence
Interval of the

Mean Std. Error Difference

F Sig. t df Sig	 (2-tailed) Difference Difference Lower Upper
time	 4ual vanances

assumed 131.300 .000 478.205 188 .000 22.88760 .04786 22.70322 22.92108

Equal variances
not assumed 478.205 101.161 .000 22.88760 .04786 22.79266 22.98254

H.6 Treatment 5 independent-samples t test
H.6.1 Before optimisation

Group Statistics

Std. Error
Database N Mean Std. Deviation Mean

time	 mysql 100 .0508 .04119 .00412
postgresql 100 1.1557 .03870 .00387

Independent Samples Test

Levene's Test for
Equality of Variances t-test for Equality of Means

95% Confidence
Interval of the

hear Std. Error Difference

F Sig. t df Sig. (2-tailed) Difference Difference Lower Upper
time	 Equal variances

assumed 4.022 .028 -195.510 198 .000 -1.10490 .00565 -1.11604 -1.08376

Equal variances
not as.surned -195.510 197.236 MO -1.10400 .00565 -1.11604 -1.09376

H.6.2 After optimisation

Group	 tiwti ow

Std. Error
Database N Mean Std. Devi	 on Mean

time	 mysql 100 .0467 .03709 .00371
postgresql 100 .5812 .50418 .05042
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Independent Samples Test

Levene's Test for
Equality of \,briarices 1-test for Equality of Moans

95% Confidence
IMenial of the

Mean Old. Error Difference
F Sig. t df Sig. (2-tailed) Difference Difference Lower Upper

time	 Equal variances
assun-ied 2.554 .112 -10.573 198 .C100 -.53450 .05055 -.63419 -.43481

Equal variances
not assumed -10.57'3 100.072 .000 -.53450 .05055 -.63480 -.43420

H.7 Treatment 6 independent-samples t test
H.7.1 Before optimisation

Group Statistics

Std. Error
Database N M an Std. Deviation Mean

time	 mysql 100 99.0498 .86645 .08665
postgresql 100 46.9956 2.55930 .25593

Independent Samples Test

Levene's Test for
Equality of Variances ttest for Equality of Means

05% Confidence
Interval of the

Moan Std. Error Difference
F Sig, t df Sig. (2-tailed) Difference Difference Lower Upper

time	 Equal vadances
assumed 29.711 .000 192.651 198 .000 52.05420 .27020 51.52136 52.58704

Equal variances
not assumed 192.651 121.400 .000 52.05420 .27020 51.51929 52.58911

H.7.2 After optimisation

Group Statistics

Std. Error
Database N Mean Std. Deviation Mean

time	 mysql 100 83.0993 3.91513 .39151
postgresql 100 45.4706 1.58061 .15806

Independent Samples Test

Levene's Test for
Equality of %.,briances. 1-test for Equality of Keleans

05% Confidence
Interval of the

Man Std. Error Difference
F Sig. t df Sig. (2-tailed) Difference Difference Lower Upper

time	 Equal v3rian"sassumed 24.491 .000 89.122 198 .000 37.62470 .42222 36.79608 38.46132

Equal variances
not assumed 89.122 130.437 .000 37.62870 .42222 36.79342 38.46398

H.8 Treatment 7 independent-samples t test
H.8.1 Before optimisation

Group Statistics

Std. Error
Database N Moan Std. Devi	 on Mean

time	 mysql 100 2.9648 .43653 .04:365
postgresql 100 2.0353 .10201 .01020
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Independent Samples Test

Levene's Test for
Equality of ',..3riances t-test for Equality of Means

96% Confidence
micros of the

Mean Std. Error Difference

F Sig. t if Sig. (2-tailed) Difference Difference Lower Upper
time	 Equal variances

assurned 0.336 .004 20.734 198 .000 .92950 .04483 .84110 1.01790

Equal variances
not ass.urned 20.734 109.781 .000 .92950 .04483 .84066 1.01834

H.8.2 After optimisation

Group Statistics

Std. Error
Database N Mean Std. Deviation Mean

time	 rnysql 100 2.4034 .63775 .06377
postgresql 100 2.0033 .18030 .01803

Independent Samples Test

Leoer,eo Test for
Equal'	 of \triances t-te5t forEquality of Means

0	 Confidence
Interval of the

Wan Sod. Error Difference
F Sig. t df Sig. (2-tailed) Difference Difference Lower Upper

time	 Equal V a ri a n c e s
assumed 6.686 .010 6.037 198 .000 .40010 .06627 .26941 .53079

Equal variances
not assumed 6.037 114.72 .000 .40010 .06627 .26882 .53138

H.9 Treatment 8 independent-samples t test
H.9.1 Before optimisation

Group Statistics

Std. Error
Database N Mean Sod. Deviation Mean

time	 mysql 100 .5415 .10851 .01085
postgresql 100 23.2371 .12829 .01283

Independent Samples Test

Levene's Test for
Equality of ',..triances t-test fo	 Equality of Means

95% Confidence
Interval of the

l'elean Std. Error Difference
F Sig. t df Sig. (2-tailed) Difference Difference Lower Upper

time	 Equal variances
assumed 7.069 .009 -1350.746 198 .000 -22.69560 .01680 -22.72873 -22.66247

Equal variances
not assumed -1350.745 192.699 .000 -22.69560 .01680 -22.72874 -22.66246

H.9.2 After optimisation

Group Statistics

Std. Error
Database N Mean Std. Deviation Moan

time	 mysql 100 .3977 .03567 .00357
postgresql 100 35.6875 .31426 .03143
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Indepe.ndent Samples Test

Levene's Test for
Equality of 'N.briances t-test for Equality of Meant

5% Confidence
Interval of the

Mean Std. Error Difference
F Sig. t df Sig. (2-tailed) Difference Difference Lower Upper

time	 Equal variances
assumed 7.327 .007 -1115.700 19 .00 -25.28080 .03163 -35 25217 -25.22743

Equal variances
not assumed 101.551 .00 -35.28080 .03163 -35.3,5254 -35.22706

H.10 Treatment 9 independent-samples t test
H.10.1 Before optimisation

Group Statistics

Std. Error
Database N Mean Std. Deviation Mean

time	 mysql 100 .9613 .06782 110678
postgresql 100 28.6950 3.112161 .30216

Independent Samples Test

Levene's Test for
uality of '...eariances -test for B1uwlity of Means

953. Confidence
Interval of the

Mean Std. Error Difference
F Sig. t df Sig. (2-tailed) Difference Difference Lower Lipper

time	 Equal variances
assumed

86.020 .000 -91.76 198 .000 -27.73370 .30224 -28.32972 -27.13768

Equal variances
not assumed -91.76 99.100 .000 -27,73370 .30224 -28.33341' -27.13400

H.10.2 After optimisation

Group Statistics

Std. Error
Database N Mean Std. Deviation Mean

time	 mysql 100 .8942 .06465 .00647
postgresql 100 62.3651 .26404 .02640

Independent Samples Test

Levenes Test for
Equality of ',./briances -test fo	 Equality of twris

51. Confidence
Interval of the

Mean Std. Error Difference
F Sig. t df Sig:. (2-tailed) Difference Difference Lower Upper

time	 Equal variances
assumed 106.156 .000 -2261.260 10 .000 -61.47090 .02718 .52451 61.41729

Equal variances
not assumed 2261.269 110.829 .000 -01.47000 .02718 1.52477 .41703

H.11 Treatment 10 independent-samples t test
H.11.1 Before optimisation

Group Statistics

Std. Error
Database N 101ean Std. Deviation Mean

time	 mysql 100 .1244 .03403 .00340
postgresql 100 1.6463 .11632 .01163
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Independent Samples Test

Levene's Test for
Equality of 'variance 8-test	 ofor Equality of tielearis

951) Confidence
Interval of the

Mean Std. Error Difference
F Sig. t df Sig. (2-tailed) Difference Difference Lower Upper

t ime	 Equal variances
-assumed 96.158 .000 -125.572 19 .000 -1.52190 .01212 -1.54580 -1.40800

Equal variances
not assumed -125.572 115.826 .000 -1.52190 .01212 -1.54591 -1 .49789

H.11.2 After optimisation

Group	 tictics

Std. Error
Database N Mean Std. Deviation Mean

time	 mysql 100 .1151 .02894 .00289
postgresql 100 .5357 .71047 .07105

Independent Samples Test

Levene's Test for
Equality of Variances -test for Equality of Means

957 Confidence
Interval of the

Mean Std. Error Difference
F Sig. t df Sig. (2-tailed) Difference Difference Lower Upper

time	 Equal -variances
asassumed 2.610 .108 -5.915 198 .000 -.42060 .07111 -.56082 -.28038 

Equal variances
not assumed -5.915 99.328 .000 -.42060 .07111 -.56168 -.27952 

H.12 Treatment 11 independent-samples t test
H.12.1 Before optimisation

Group Stwtistrcw

Std. B-ror
Database N Mean Std. Deviation Mean

time	 mysql 100 166.3375 4.17801 .41780
po:Tt9resql 100 10.5135 .07048 .00785

Independent Samples Test

Levene's Test for
Equality of 'Ariances Hest for Equality of Means

95-`, Confidence
lnterva of the

tikian Std. Error Difference
F Sig. t df Sig. (2-tailed) Difference Difference Lower Upper

time	 Equal vadarices
assumed

3
2,941 .000 372.896 198 .000 155.82400 .41787 154.99994 156.64806

Equal variances
not assumed 372.896 99.070 .000 155.82400 .41787 154.99485 156.65315

H.12.2 After optimisation

Group Statistics

Std. Error
Database N Maar' Std. Deviation Mean

time	 mysql 100 143.214S 7.16141 .71614
poillgresql 100 10.5878 .07779 .00778
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Independent Samples Test

Levene's Test for
Equality of ',.,riances t-test forEquality cf M: ns

' Confidence
Interval of the

tolean Std. Error Difference
F Sig. t df Sip. (2-tailed) Difference Difference Lower Upper

time	 Equal variances
assumed 66.107 .000 185.186 19, .000 132.02700 .71618 .21467 134.03933

Equal variances
not assumed 185.186 99.02 .000 132.62700 .71618 31.20694 134.04806
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H.13 Histograms
H.13.1 Before optimisation
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Paired Samples Correlations
N Correlation Sig.

Pair 1	 t1 _r1 a tl_r2 100 .648 .000
Pair 2	 t2_r1 & t2_r2 100 .887 .D00
Pair 3	 t3_r1 8; t3_r2 100 .273 .006
Pair 4	 t4_r1 & t4_r2 100 .107 .290
Pair 5	 t5_r1 &th_r2 100 .679 .000
Pair 6	 t6_r1 at6_r2 100 -.011 .914
Pair 7	 t7_r1 & t 7 _r 2 100 -.010 .918
Pair 8	 t8_r1 &t8_r2 100 .467 MD
Pair 9	 t g _r1 &tg _r2 100 .074 .467
Pair 10	 t1D_r1 &tlflr2 100 -.004 .972
Pair 11	 tl l_r1 8:t 1 l_r2 100 -.053 .597

H.14 Paired-samples t test
H.14.1 MySQL

Pair , (1Sample Statistics

Moan N Std. Deviation
Std. Error

Moan
Pair	 ti_r1 36.0163 100 3.18368 .31837
1	 t122 35.3310 100 3.1 7245 .31725
Pair	 12_r1 8.6933 100 1.27656 .12766
2	 12_r2 6.8162 100 .35367 .03539
Pair	 1321 215 81628 100 1259878 125900
3	 t3_r2 200.9414 100 3.52724 .35272
Pair	 t4_r1 26.1 299 100 1.66548 .1 6655
4	 1422 23.6255 100 .47602 .04780
Pair	 1521 .0508 '100 .04118 .00412
5	 15_r2 .0487 100 .03705 .00371
Pair	 16_r1 99.0498 100 .86645 .08685
6	 16_r2 83.0993 100 3.91513 .39151
Pair	 17_0 2.9848 100 .43653 .04365
7	 17_r2 2.4034 100 .63775 .06377
Pair	 1a_r1 .5410 '100 .10851 .01085
8	 ta_r2 .3977 100 .03567 .00357
Pair	 19_r1 .9613 100 .05782 .00578
9	 19_r2 .8942 100 .06465 .00647
Pair	 110_0 .1244 100 .03403 .00340
10	 '110_r2 .1151 100 .02894 .00289
Pair	 t11 _r1 166.3375 100 4.17801 .41780
11	 t11 _r2 143.2148 100 7.16141 .71614

Paired Samples Test

Paired Dif ferenoe,

5 df Sig. (2-tailed)Mean Std. Deviation
Std.	 r

an

96% Co fidenoe
Interva of the

Difference
Loser Upper

Pair 1	 51 J1 -51_1'2 1.48530 2.65802 .25580 .50551 2.01468 5.567 95 500
Pair 2	 t2 _r1 - t2_r2 1.87710 .57823 .59762 1.68335 2.07081 19.228 59 .005
Pair 3	 t3_r1 -535 17.72140 12.12132 1.21213 10.31627 20.12653 14.620 99 .000
Pair 4	 t4_61 - t4 r2 2.86440 1.58257 .18828 2.17054 2,51228 14.884 99 556
Pair 6	 55_r1 -56r2 .50410 .03166 .00316 -.00216 .01038 1.295 95 .157
Pair 8	 58_0 -56_S 15.5500 4_01913 A0151 15.15302 1674798 39.585 58 .506
Pair 7	 57_r1 -57_62 .56140 .77857 .07788 .40731 .71546 7.229 80 .550
Pair 8	 t8_r1 -58_1.2 .14385 .09711 .097/ .12453 .16307 14.808 gg .500
Pair 9	 t9 r1 -59 r2 08710 55015 .05552 04920 08605 7.445 90 DOD
Pair 10	 5/0_H -51062 .08830 .04475 .50447 .00542 .01818 2.078 gg .040
Pair 11	 51 t_r1 - 5/ 1_r2 23.12270 8.48182 .84818 21.43972 24.80588 27.261 gg .000
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Paired Samples Correlations

11011.11111111111111111.11=11 Sig.
Pair 1	 fl_r1 &VI r2 100 .827 .000
Pair 2	 t2_r1 & t2_r2 100 .586 .000
Pair 3	 t3_r1 &t3_r2 100 -.117 .246
Pair 4	 t4 J1 & t4_r2 100 _.097 .335
Pair 6	 t5 _r1 & t5 J2 100 .896 .000
Pair 6	 t6_r1 &t6r2 100 .643 .000
Pair 7	 t7 _r1 &t7_r2 100 .208 .038
Pair 8	 th_r1	 t8 r2 100 .9 .000
Pair 9	 tg_r1 g ig r2 100 -.118 .243
Pair 10	 t10_r1 8,t10_r2 100 .331 .001
Pair 11	 t11_r1 8: t1 1r2 100 .441 .000

H.14.2 PostgreSQL

Palm:A Samples Statistics

Mean N Std. Deviation
Std. Error

Mean
Pair	 t121 4.2420 180 .13143 .01 al 4
1	 11 _r2 2.7778 100 .09390 .00939
Pair	 1221 4,1573 100 .20107 ,02916
2	 1222 4.4040 100 .27360 .02736
Pair	 1321 8.8633 100 .15567 .01557
3	 1322 6.9460 100 .16386 .01639
Pair	 14_0 .6858 100 .01526 .00153
4	 1422 .7379 100 .04973 .00407
Pair	 15_0 1.1557 100 .03870 .00387
5	 1522 .5812 100 50418 .00042
Pair	 1621 46.9955 100 2.55930 .25593
6	 16_r2 45.4706 100 1.58081 .15806
Pair	 17_r1 2.0353 100 .10201 .01020
7	 17_r2 2.00.33 100 .1 8030 .01003
Pair	 t8_r1 23.2371 100 .12529 .01203
8	 15_r2 35.6575 100 .31426 .03143
Pair	 19_0 26.6950 150 3.02151 .30216
9	 1922 62.3651 100 .26404 .02640
Pair	 11021 1.5463 100 .11632 .01163
10	 110_r2 .5357 100 .71047 07105
Pair	 11121 10.5135 105 .07548 .00755
11	 I'll _r2 10.5879 100 .07779 .00778

Paired Samples Test

Paired Difference

1 dl Sig. (2-tailed)Wan Std. Deviation
Old.	 r

Mean

5% Confidence
interval tithe

Difference
Lower Upper

Pair 1	 tt_r1 -II	 r2 1.46420 .07541 10754 1,44024 1.47015 104.156 50 .008
Pair 2	 t2 _r1 -12r2 -24670 .25790 .02575 -.20787 -.19553 .5.560 90 .000
Pair 3	 t3 _r1 . /3_r2 -.03270 .23867 .02385 -.13010 -.03530 .3.482 gg .501
Pair 4	 t4 _r1 . t4_r2 -.05230 .01343 .00534 -.CMG ..04170 -0.789 90 .000
Pair 5	 t5 _r1 - t5_r2 .57450 45933 .04698 .43128 .66772 12.228 00 AD
Pair 6	 t6 _r1 - t6 _r2 1.52500 1.06211 .15621 1.13567 1.91433 7.772 59 coo
Pair?	 t7 r1 . t7 r2 .03200 .18782 .01875 -.00527 .06927 1.704 IS .052
Pair 8	 18_ri - 28_11 -12.45040 .19761 .01976 . 12,48561 -62.41110 -630,060 95 .000
Fairs 1g_r1 - tg_r2 -33.67010 3.05400 .30640 .34.27806 .33.06214 . 109.895 95 MO
Pair is	 t 10_r/ - t Wi_r2 1.11060 .60098 .06809 .97549 1.24571 16.311 59 .000
Pair 11	 t1/ _ri - t1l_r2 -.07430 .88265 .00526 -.09070 ..05750 -8.990 99 .000
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H.15 Line graphs
H.15.1 MySQL line graphs
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H.15.2 PostgreSQL line graphs   
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ABSTRACT
Are there any differences in the performance between tuning
techniques in MySQL and PostgreSQL? What tuning tech-
niques do they support? Do the tuning techniques actually
improve the performance? It should be easy to answer these
questions, but the fact is that it is not. There is a wide range
of benchmark tests available that compare DBMSs, but the
focus tends to be more on the general overall performance
than on the specific performance of tuning techniques that
can be implemented on these databases. The goal of this
study was to compare different tuning techniques between
Open Source Databases and also investigate if there were
any differences between the databases in the way they man-
aged Binary Large Object data. The research was limited
to comparing the two Open Source Databases MySQL and
PostgreSQL against each other. The research problem was:
"are there any significant differences in the untuned and
tuned performance of queries between MySQL and Post-
greSQL?" The results showed that there was a significant
difference between MySQL and PostgreSQL with regards to
indexes, BLOB management arid denormalisation. Looking
at the overall performance of the two DBMSs, PostgreSQL
was also significantly faster than MySQL.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.2 [Database Management]: Miscellaneous

General Terms
Indexing, Denormalisation, BLOB management, Query per-
formance

Keywords
Database benchmarking, Database performance, Open Source
Databases, PostgreSQL, MySQL, Indexing, Denormalisa-
tion, BLOBS, Tuning Techniques

1. INTRODUCTION
In 1970 Edgar F. Codd published the article "A Relational
Model of Data for Large Shared Data Banks" [2]. This 11
page article signalled a turning point in the area of data
management by providing a model for storing data in a con-
sistent and minimal way. In the same article Codd also
introduced a simple procedure for eliminating unnecessary
attributes, which he called the Normal Form process. As C.
J. Date later said, the work published by Codd placed the
field of database management on solid scientific footing 151.

From the early 1970s researchers have looked at different
ways of optimising relational databases and latency between
hard disks and CPU/Memory has been one of the major is-
sues that the researchers have tried to find a solution for. By
reducing the number of times the database have to request
and wait for data from the hard disks, the more time the
database can spend on processing queries, thereby increas-
ing the overall efficiency of the system.

There are a number of websites that claim that one DBMS
is "better" than other DBMSs [6], but these claims are of-
ten biased, subjective or do not provide any details about
how they came to these conclusions [3]. For that reason it is
important to provide an objective evaluation of the tuning
techniques available for these systems. This evaluation can
then be used as a tool to find the most suitable DBMS for
a specific situation, providing an objective guidance frame-
work to the physical tuning performance functions on these
two DBMSs. In other words, a database administrator, re-
sponsible for deciding which
DBMS to use, does not have factor into his decisions that
the physical tuning performance might be better in MySQL
than in PostgreSQL or vice versa.

1.1 Main Problem and Subproblems
The main problem in this project was to find out "Is there
any significant differences in the untuned and tuned perfor-
mance of typical queries between MySQL and PostgreSQL".
Both are Open Source DBMSs based on Edgar F. Codd's
relational model [2, 4] and relates to the ANSI/ISO SQL
standards [7, 8], this research investigated whether there
were any significant differences in the tuning performance
between them. This problem was further separated into
three subproblems:



Table 1: Subordinate Null Hypotheses
No Subordinate Null Hypotheses
1 No significant differences in the performance of

B-tree indexing between MySQL and PostgreSQL
2 No significant differences in the performance of

Hash indexing between MySQL and PostgreSQL
3 No significant differences in the performance of

single column indexing between MySQL and
PostgreSQL

4 No significant differences in the performance of
multi column indexing between MySQL and
PostgreSQL

5 No significant differences in the performance of
unique key indexing between MySQL
PostgreSQL

6 No significant differences in the performance of
primary key indexing between MySQL and
PostgreSQL

7 No significant differences in the performance of
retrieving BLOB data using B-tree indexing
between MySQL and PostgreSQL

8 No significant differences in the performance of
retrieving BLOB data using B-tree indexing
between. MySQL and PostgreSQL

9 No significant differences in the performance of
processing queries on denormalised tables
between MySQL and PostgreSQL

Indexing Subproblem "Is there any difference in the perfor-
mance of B-tree and Hash indexing on the two DBMSs?
And is one of the DBMSs better at processing sin-
gle column, multi column, unique and primary key in-
dexes?"

Denormalisation Subproblem "After denormalisation, which
DBMS is most effective at processing queries on the
denormalised table?"

BLOB Subproblem "When retrieving BLOB data, which DBMS
is most effective and does the two types of indexes im-
prove the retrieval process?"

1.2 Null Hypotheses
To test the tuning performance of the two DBMSs a null
hypothesis was created: There are no significant differences
in performance between MySQL and PostgreSQL with regard
to indexes, BLOB management and denormalisation.

From this principal null hypothesis several subordinate null
hypotheses was extracted, these can be seen in Table 1.

The principal null hypothesis would be rejected if any of
these subordinate null hypotheses are rejected. The hy-
potheses were tested by setting up an database, inserting
indexes, denorrnalising two tables, then running a number
of different queries and capturing the time each query took
to retrieve the data.

2. DATABASE F' MEWORK
The database created was designed to simulate a medical
database with patients, staff, consultations, X-rays, CT-
scans, medicines, operations and other attributes. An entity

Med_group
300 rows

Mediciree	 Alt medicine
2 000 rows	 1 000 rows

led treat	 Atirned_tireat
30 000 rows	 10 000 rows

Treatnlen
00 000rows	 60 000 rows

;:b
20 000 rows

Figure 1: Entity Relationship Diagram and number
of rows in each table.

relationship diagram of the database can be seen in Figure 1.
Because of some small differences in the Create Table syn-
tax between MySQL and PostgreSQL [7, 8], two database
schemas were created.

Before the experiment could start test data had to be in-
serted. Using "The Dada Engine", which generates random
text from grammar [10], several thousand rows of text data
was generated and inserted in MySQL and PostgreSQL.

When the experiment was set up a number of queries, in
this case called "treatments", were created to test different
aspects of the two DBMSs. Following are some of the queries
created for testing the two DBMSs':

Treatment 1. This query tested the performance of denor-
malisation2 in the two DBMSs. When the database
was queried, it was necessary with two different queries
depending on if the tables had been denormalised or
not.

Before denormalisation, the query would perform a left
outer join between the two tables consultation and
treatment, listing consultation date, patient number,
treatment date and treatment duration:

SELECT c.consult_date, c.patient_num,
t.treatment_date, t.days_duration
FROM consultation c
LEFT OUTER JOIN treatment t USING (consult_nnm);

After denormalisation of consultation and treatment,
the query would list consultation date, patient nuni-

'The following "treatments" were picked because the au-
thor consider the result of these "treatments" as the most
interesting ones.
2 A technique where related tables are merged together to
decrease query response time [11, at the expense of increased
usage of storage space.
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ber, treatment date and treatment duration from the
denormalised table consultation_treatment:

SELECT consult_date, patient_num,
treatment_date, days_duration
FROM consultation_treatment;

Treatment 6. This query tested the performance of using
Hash indexing on date of births and listed every patient
that had a date of birth between 01 January 1990 and
31 December 2004:

SELECT *
FROM patient
WHERE date_of_birth
BETWEEN '1990-01-01' AND '2004-12-31';

Treatment 8. This query tested each DBMSs performance
at retrieving BLOB data by joining the tables consul-
tation, x-ray and ct-scan together arid listing all the
data for the patient with patient number 1234:

SELECT *
FROM consultation
LEFT OUTER JOIN xray USING (consult_num)
LEFT OUTER JOIN ctscan USING (consult_num)
WHERE consultation.patient_num = 1234;

Two B-tree indexes were also created, one for x-ray
and one for ct-scan, using the foreign keys as the index
keys.

Treatment 9. This query joined the two tables patient and
consultation and listed all the data for the patient with
patient number 1234. The query tested the retrieval of
BLOB data, the patient photo, from the patient table:

SELECT *
FROM patient
LEFT OUTER JOIN consultation
USING (patient_num)
WHERE patient.patient_num = 1234;

A B-tree index was created that used patient number
in consultation as the index key.

Treatment 10. This query performed an inner join on the
two tables consultation and treatment, listing all con-
sultations and treatments the patient with patient num-
ber 1234 has undergone:

SELECT *
FROM consultation c
INNER JOIN treatment
USING (consult_num)
WHERE c.patient_num = 1234;

The purpose of this query was to test each DBMSs
performance on joining tables with several thousand
rows of data, and if B-tree indexing could increase the
performance of inner joins. The B-tree index used the
foreign key consultation number in treatment as the
index key.

3. RUNNING THE TEST QUERIES
To create a big enough dataset to test the different null hy-
pothesises it was decided that each query would be repeated
one hundred times; both before and after tuning techniques
had been implemented. Each time a query was started, the
system would capture the time it took from starting the
query until the result were printed out on screen. All queries
were stored in .sql files and started from a terminal window.

Originally the researcher planned to run the test simulta-
neously on two identical machines, but it was later decided
against this and only one machine was used.3

To ensure that the two DBMSs did not slow down the query
performance of each other, only one database was tested at
the time. After installing the two DBMSs the PostgreSQL
service were turned off and the data generated by The Dada
Engine [10[ were inserted in MySQL. After controlling that
the correct number of rows had been inserted the MySQL
shell script were started. Results were then gathered and
copied over to a third machine, to ensure that the result
data were not to be "contaminated" by running the shell
script at a later stage. The two tables consultation and
treatment were then denormalised and indexes inserted. Fi-
nally, the shell script was started again, results were gath-
ered and copied over to the third machine before dropping
the database and tuning off the DBMS service.

4. BENCHMARK RESULTS
After collecting the data it was inserted into SPSS [9, Hi.
There were four datasets for each query 4 , two that stored
the results from running the query before optimisation and
two from running after optimisation. In total there were
44 datasets, 11 "pre-optimisation datasets" and 11 "post-
optimisation datasets" for each DBMS.

Two different statistical tests were used, independent-samples
t test for comparing datasets between DBMSs and paired-
samples t test for comparing pre- and post-optimisation da-
tasets for each DBMS.

4.1 Denormalisation
Subordinate Null Hypothesis: "There are no significant dif-
ferences in the performance of processing queries on denor-
malised tables between MySQL and PostgreSQL."

The "treatment" created to test this subordinate null hy-
pothesis was "Treatment 1", which prior to optimisation
joined the two tables consultation and treatment together
fetching consultation date, patient number, treatment date
and duration of the individual treatments. The query had
to join 40000 rows in consultation with 60000 rows in treat-
ment, requiring considerable processing by the two DBMSs.
As seen in Figure 2 and Figure 3, there was a considerable
difference in how fast the two DBMSs processed the queries.

3 The machine used during the experiment was a Dell Op-
tiPlex GX110 with an Intel Pentium III 733MHz CPU,
256MB SDRAM and a 10.2GB Western Digital hard disk.
The Operating System used was Fedora Core 3, kernel 2.6.9-
1.667. The DBMS versions used was MySQL Version 4.1.12
and PostgreSQL 8.0.3.
4 0ne pre- and one post-optimisation dataset for MySQL and
one pre- and one post-optimisation dataset for PostgreSQL.



Figure 2: Line graph for Treatment 1 in MySQL.

Table 2: Pre-optimisation independent-samples t
test for Treatment 1
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Table 3: Post-optimisation independent-samples t
test for Treatment 1
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In the independent-samples test, in Table 2 and Table 3,
for MySQL the pre-optimisation mean was 36.81 seconds
while the post-optimisation was 35.33 seconds. This was
a mean difference of 1.48 seconds, which meant that there
was a significant difference between the two datasets, con-
firmed by the two-tailed level of significance. In PostgreSQL,
the pre-optimisation mean was 4.24 seconds while the post-
optimisation was 2.77 seconds. This was a mean difference,
as seen in the paired samples test in Table 9, of 1.46 sec-
onds and the two-tailed level of significance was 0.000, in
other words there was a significant difference between the
two datasets.

As seen in the two tables, there was also a considerable
difference between the two DBMSs, PostgreSQL was con-
siderably faster than MySQL and also produced the biggest
difference between pre- and post-optimisation in percentage.
Therefore, this null hypothesis could be rejected.

The researcher is unsure what was causing this difference in
performance between the two DBMSs, but the way the data
was structured when it was inserted could be one probable
cause. The researcher noticed that PostgreSQL used con-
siderably more time to insert the test data, being a possible
sign that PostgreSQL takes greater care when storing the
data to optimise the retrieval of it. If this is the case it
could explain why PostgreSQL was so significantly faster
than MySQL. Denormalisin g the two tables did improve the
performance for both DBMSs, but the drawbacks of denor-

Figure 3: Line graph for Treatment 1 in Post-
greSQL.



Table 4: Pre-optimisation independent-samples t
test for Treatment 8

Group Statistics
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malisation 5 will not make it beneficial to do denormalisation
on these two tables.

4.2 BLOB Retrieval using B-Tree Indexing
Subordinate Null Hypothesis: "There are no significant dif-
ferences in the performance of retrieving BLOB data using
B-tree indexing between MySQL and PostgreSQL."

Two "treatments" were used to test this null hypothesis,
"Treatment 8" and "Treatment 9". "Treatment 8" used left
outer joins to join the consultation, x-ray and et-scan tables
together while "Treatment 9" used a left outer join to join
patient with consultation.

Looking at the independent-samples t tests for "Treatment
8", in Table 4 and Table 5, in MySQL the pre-optimisation
mean was 0.54 seconds and 0.39 seconds in the post-opti-
misation mean while in PostgreSQL the two means were
23.23 seconds and 35.68 seconds. There was also a signif-
icant difference between the two DBMSs both before and
after optimisation, as the two-tailed level of significance was
0.000 both times. So, the B-tree index increased the query
performance in MySQL, by an average of 0.14 seconds, but
decreased the query performance in PostgreSQL by an av-
erage of 12.45 seconds. 6 In other words, the B-tree index
produced a small reduction in the average query time for
MySQL but actually slowed the query down in PostgreSQL.

Table 5: Post-optimisation independent-samples t
test for Treatment 8

Group Statistic's

Std. Error
Database N Mean Std. Deviation Mean

time	 mysql 100 .3977 .03567 .00357
postgresql 100 35.6875 .31426 .03143

Table 6: Pre-optimisation independent-samples t
test for Treatment 9

Group Statistics
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The results were quite similar for "Treatment. 9". The two-
tail significance in Table 6 and 'Fable 7 showed that there 	 Table 7: Post-optimisation independent-samples t
were a significant difference between the two DBMSs both 	 test for Treatment 9
before and after optimisation.	

Group Statistics

Fhe mean difference between pre- and post-optimisation
7esults in the paired-samples t test were 0.06 seconds for
VIySQL and -33.67 seconds for PostgreSQL, as seen in Ta-
)le 8 and Table 9.

t was obvious that there were a significant difference be-
ween the two DBMSs with regards to B-tree indexing and
herefore this subordinate null hypothesis was rejected. The

A denormalised table store for example duplicate data and
eeping this up to date requires extra processing by the
)BMS.
This can be seen in the Paired-samples t test for Pair 8 in
able 8 and. Table 9.

Std. Error
Database N Mean Std. Deviation Wan

time	 mysql 100 .8942 .06465 .00647
postgresql 100 62.3651 .26404 .02640



Table 8: Paired-samples T test for MySQL

Pair ed Samples Statistics

Mean N ..-_, d. Deviation
Std. Error

Mean
Pair	 r 36.8163 100 3.18368 .31837
1	 ti _r2 35.3310 100 3.17245 .31725
Pair	 t2_r1 8.6933 100 1.27656 .12766
2	 t2_r2 6.8162 100 .35387 .03539
Pair	 t3_r1 218.6628 100 12.59878 1.25988
3	 13_0 200.9414 100 3.52724 .35272
Pair	 t4_r1 26.1299 100 1.66548 .16655
4	 t4_r2 23.6255 100 .47602 .04760
Pair	 15-_r1 .0508 100 .04119 .00412
5	 15_1'2 .0467 100 .03709 .00371
Pair	 t6_r1 99.0498 100 .86545 .08665
6	 t5_r2 83.0993 100 3.91513 .39151
Pair	 t7_r1 2.9648 100 .43653 .04365
7	 t7_r2 2.4034 100 .63775 .06377
Pair	 1821 .5415 100 .10851 .01085
8	 t8r2 .3977 100 .03567 .00357
Pair	 t9_r1 .9613 100 .06782 .00578
9	 -t9_r2 .3942 100 .06465 .00647
Pair	 t10_r1 .1244 100 .03403 .00340
10	 t10 _r2 .1151 100 .02894 .00289
Pair	 t11_r1 166.3375 100 4.17801 .41780
11	 t11_r2 143.2148 100 7.15141 .71614

Table 9: Paired-samples T test for PostgreSQL

Pail ed Samples statistic

Mean N Std. Deviation
Std, Error

Mean
Pair	 ti_r1 4.2420 100 .13143 .01314
1	 t1_r2 2.7778 100 .09390 .00939
Pair	 t221 4.1573 100 .29157 .02916
2	 t2_r2 4.4040 100 .27360 .02736
Pair	 t3_r1 6.8633 100 .15567 .01557
3	 t3_r2 6.9460 100 .16386 .01639
Pair	 t4_r1 .6656 100 .01526 .00153
4	 t4_r2 .7379 100 .04973 .00497
Pair	 t5 _r1 1.1557 100 .03870 .00387
5	 t5_r2 .5812 100 .50418 .05042
Pair	 t5 _r1 45.9956 100 2.55930 .25593
6	 t6_r2 45.4706 100 1.58061 .15806
Pair	 t7_r1 2.0353 100 .10201 .01020
7	 t7 _r2 2.0033 100 .18030 .01803
Pair	 te_r1 23.2371 100 .12829 .01283
8	 t8 _r2 35.6875 100 .31426 .03143
Pair	 t9 _r1 28.6950 100 3.02161 .30216
9	 19_0 62.3651 100 .26404 .02640
Pair	 t10_r1 1.6463 100 .11632 .01163
10	 t10_r2 .5357 100 .71047 .07105
Pair	 t11_r1 10.5135 '100 .07848 .00785
11	 ti 1 _r2 10.5878 100 .07779 .00778

Paired Samples Correlations

N Correlation Sig.
Pair 1	 t1 _r1 8<tl_r2 100 .548 1100
Pair 2	 t2 _r1 g t2_r2 100 .887 .000
Pair 3	 t3_r1 8:33J-2 100 .273 .006
Pair 4	 14_1-1 8;t4 _r2 100 .107 .290
Pair 5	 t5_r1 8,t5_r2 100 .679 .000
Pair 6	 V5_11 8:16 _r2 100 -.011 .914
Pair 7	 -17_0 8, t7_r2 100 -.010 .918
Pair 8	 t8_r1 8,t8 _r2 100 .467 .000
Pair 9	 tg_r1 & t9_r2 100 .074 .467
Pair 10	 1100 8:t10 _r2 100 -.004 .972
Pair 11	 tll_r1 ,at11_r2 100 -.053 .597
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air 2	 12_r/ - t2J2 1.87710 97623 .09712 1.63339 207001 19.221 99 000
'air 3	 13j1 - t3 _r2 17.72140 1272 /32 12/213 /5.31627 3012663 14.920 99 .000
air 4	 14 rl / t4 r2 2,50440 1.60257 .16026 2.17054 203836 14084 54 .000
air 6	 0521 -55_72 .20416 091513 40216 /02216 01636 1.299 19 .197
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lir 11	 111J1 / t 1 l_r2 23.12970 8.44130 .44412 21,43872 2420668 2724/ 09 000

Paired Samples Correlations

N Correlation Sig.
Pair 1	 tl_r1 8, tlr2 100 .827 .000
Pair 2	 12r1 8: t2_r2 100 .585 .000
Pair 3	 t3 _r1 & t3 _r2 100 -.117 .2415
Pair 4	 t4_r1 ,R t4_r2 100 -.097 .335
Pair 5	 t5_r1 &15r2 100 .896 .000
Pair 6	 t6._r1 S. tb_r2 100 .643 .000
Pair 7	 t7 _r1 & t7_r2 100 .208 .0:38
Pair 8	 t8_r1 .9<te_r2 100 .945 .000
Pair 9	 tg _r1 .9..t9_r2 100 -.118 .243
Pair 10	 00_0 8:110_r2 100 .331 .001
Pair 11	 t 1 l_r1 &111r2 100 .441 .000
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Figure 4: Line graph for Treatment 8 and Treatment
9 in PostgreSQL.

researcher is unsure why the B-tree index decreased the per-
formance of the two queries. Looking at Figure 4 it can be
seen that, for "Treatment 9", the insertion of the B-Tree in-
dex resulted in the average query time increasing from 28.69
seconds to 62.36 seconds.

While testing MySQL the researcher observed that inserting
indexes on tables that stored BLOB data took considerably
more time than the other indexes and that the free disk
space on the machine was temporary reduced by the same
amount as the size of the tables. It unclear what caused this
but the researcher thinks that when an index is created in
MySQL, the DBMS makes a copy of the data in the table,
restructure it after the index key and overwrite the origi-
nal unstructured data. However, the researcher has found
ao documents confirming this but this might explain why
VlySQL was so much faster than PostgreSQL on these two
`treatments".

irwttC%ueryltoradons

Figure 5: Line graph for Treatment 6 in MySQL.

As a short summary, there was a significant difference be-
tween the two DBMSs and therefore this subordinate null
hypothesis was rejected. But also important to point out,
MySQL was considerable faster than PostgreSQL at fetching
the data.

4.3 BLOB Retrieval using Hash Indexing
Subordinate Null Hypothesis: "There are no significant dif-
ferences in the performance of retrieving BLOB data using
Hash indexing between MySQL and PostgreSQL."

"Treatment 6" was used to test this null hypothesis and
the paired-samples t test showed that for MySQL the pre-
optimisation mean was 99.04 seconds and the post-optimis-
ation mean was 83.09. This was a mean difference of 15.95
seconds and the two-tailed level of significance was 0.000,
which meant that there was a significant difference between
the two means. For PostgreSQL the pre-optimisation mean
was 46.99 seconds and 45.47 for the post-optimisation mean.
This was a mean difference of 1.52 seconds and the two-tailed
level of significance said that there was a significant differ-
ence between the two means. In other words, the Flash index
reduced the average query time by approximately 16.11% in
MySQL and 3.25% in PostgreSQL. Because of these results,
plus the fact that there was a significant level of difference
between the two DBMSs both before and after optimisation,
this subordinate null hypothesis was rejected.

But, looking at Figure 5 and Figure 6, it is obvious that
there were also a considerable difference query performance
between the two DBMSs. As mentioned before, MySQL was
on average fetching the queries in around 99 seconds prior
to optimisation and around 83 seconds after optimisation,
while PostgreSQL was on average fetching the same data in
around 47 seconds before optimisation and around 45 sec-
onds after optimisation. In other words, even with Hashing
MySQL was considerable slower than PostgreSQL at fetch-
ing the data.
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Table 10: Pre-optimisation independent-samples t
test for Treatment 10
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Table 11: Post-optimisation independent-samples t
test for Treatment 10

Group Statistics

Figure 6: Line graph for Treatment 6 in Post-
greSQL.

Comparing the results of "Treatment 6" with the "treat-
ments" from the previous subordinate null hypothesis it is
obvious that for those "treatments" MySQL was consider-
able faster while for "Treatment 6" PostgreSQL was faster.
The researcher sees this as a possible sign that it was not
the internal structure of the two databases that was caus-
ing those significant differences, but caused by the type of
query used s , for example joining several tables together re-
quire much extra processing by the DBMSs, and the way the
data was structured might indirectly make one query faster
on one machine than the other.

4.4 B-Tree Indexing
Subordinate Null Hypothesis: "There are no significant dif-
ferences in the performance of B-tree indexing between My-
SQL and PostgreSQL."

Looking at the independent-samples t tests in Table 10 and
Table 11, prior to optimisation the mean for MySQL were
0.12 seconds. After optimisation, the mean were 0.11 sec-
ond, which was a reduction of 0.01 seconds. In PostgreSQL,
the mean were reduced from 1.64 seconds to 0.53, which
was a reduction of 1.11 seconds. The two-tailed level of sig-
nificance between the DBMSs was 0.000 both before and
after optimisation. Since these significances were less than
0.05 both times, there was a significant difference between
the DBMSs both in the pre- and post-optimisation datasets.
This meant that for both post-optimisation datasets the in-
dexes reduced the average time enough so that the T test
could measure a significant difference between the datasets.
The B-tree index reduced the average time by 67.4% in Post-
greSQL, but only 7.4% in MySQL. So, it is pretty safe to say

7 For example, MySQL used the Mediumblob data type to
store BLOB data while PostgreSQL used Bytea, which are
structured and stored in two considerable different ways.
8 "Treatment 6" only accessed one table and used a Hash
index on date of birth in patient to fetch the data while
"Treatment 8" and "Treatment 9" joined several tables to-
gether.
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that there was a significant difference in B-tree index per-
formance between these two DBMSs. In other words, this
subordinate null hypothesis was rejected.

Comparing the two line graphs in Figure 7 and Figure 8
against each other it is important to point out that the first
time the query ran in PostgreSQL after optimisation it took
7.55 seconds, which was significantly higher than the average
query time. It is unknown what caused this, but one possible
cause is that PostgreSQL was buffering the results from the
queries, so in case the query was repeated PostgreSQL did
not have to access the disk again; thus reducing the cost of
the query.

5. CONCLUSIONS
The goal of the study was to compare different tuning tech-
niques between Open Source Databases and also investigate
if there were any differences between the databases in the
way they managed Binary Large Object data. The research
was limited to comparing the two Open Source Databases
MySQL and PostgreSQL against each other. The research
problem was: "is there any significant differences in the un-
tuned and tuned performance of queries between MySQL
and PostgreSQL." Three subproblems were extracted from
this research problem, and these were:

1. Is there any difference in the performance of B-tree
and Hash indexing on the two DBMSs? And is one of
the DBMSs better at processing single column, multi
column, unique and primary key indexes?
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Figure 7: Line graph for Treatment 10 in MySQL.

Figure 8: Line graph for Treatment 10 in Post-
greSQL.

2. After denormalisation, which DBMS is most effective
at processing queries on the denormalised table?

3. When retrieving BLOB data, which DBMS is most
effective and does the two types of indexes improve
the retrieval process?

To provide answers for these three problems, a series of tests,
called "treatments", was created. Each "treatment" was
ran, using shell scripts, before and after optimisation on
both DBMS, and then the results were compared up against
each other using independent- and paired-samples t test in
SPSS.

The results showed that there was a significant difference
between MySQL and PostgreSQL with regards to indexes,
BLOB management and denormalisation, even when some
of the subordinate null hypotheses could not be supported
or rejected. Therefore, since all of the previously mentioned
subordinate null hypotheses was rejected, the principal null
hypothesis was also rejected.

Looking at the overall performance of the two DBMSs, it
is obvious that PostgreSQL was significantly faster than
MySQL.
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